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ABSTRACT
High-Flux Experiments and Simulations of Pulse-Mode Position-Sensitive CdZnTe
Pixelated Detectors
by
Miesher Lage Rodrigues
Chair: Zhong He
In recent years, operation of wide band-gap semiconductor detectors under high-flux
irradiation for medical and security applications has been pursued by many research
groups. However, the operation of these devices under high-flux scenarios is limited
by poor hole transport properties and other factors, causing the build-up of positive
space charge as a function of irradiation time, the so-called polarization effect. In or-
der to study this problem, high-flux experiments and simulations have been conducted
at the University of Michigan. At first, charge transport properties of the CdZnTe
detectors used in high-flux experiments were measured using γ-rays, α-particles and
Kα X-rays, by direct comparison between cathode measured and simulated induced
signals from cathode-side and lateral-side irradiations at normal and reverse cathode
bias voltages. In these simulations, a Monte-Carlo model of the experimental appa-
ratus was implemented using Geant4 to generate initial interaction positions. Using
this model, 3D interaction positions and energies were generated and stored in list-
mode. These simulated interactions were used as electron and hole source terms in
the high-flux simulations, by injecting each simulated event at fixed time intervals.
xxiii
This time was calculated as the average time between real interactions in the high-flux
experiments, simulating different irradiation fluxes. Each simulated event consisted
of single, double or multiple interactions, and the final distribution of charges in the
simulated volume was determined by the superposition of each injected charge cloud.
Each interaction assumed a homogeneous and spherical cloud of electrons and holes.
The diameter of each charge cloud was pre-calculated using Geant4 as a function
of the deposited energy. Charge drift calculations were carried out by numerically
solving the charge continuity equations coupled with Poisson’s equation, assuming
multiple electron and hole defect levels. In contrast to previous reported work, a
numerical approach was used to solve in 3D system of charge transport equations
coupled with Poisson’s equation. One defect level for electrons and two for holes were
considered in this modeling. In order to reduce computational time, a simplified 3D
axisymmetric model was used to study the polarization effect. This approach signifi-
cantly reduced the amount of time needed to numerically solve the proposed system
of equations and enabled the implementation of more advanced physical models to
describe the detector behavior under high-flux irradiation. Look-up tables containing
values of the operating and space charge electric fields, weighting potential, and distri-
bution of charges as a function of cloud diameter and position were pre-computed and
used during simulations. These pre-calculated values were readout once and stored in
the computer memory in the beginning of each simulation execution. Applied electric
field E and operating and weighting potentials, Φ and Φwp, were calculated using the
Finite Element Method using the software Maxwell 3D. Space-charge electric field was
calculated using the mirror charge method, while the number of mirror charges used
was determined using a 0.5% precision criterion near the electrodes. Signals induced
on each electrode were calculated by applying the Shockley-Ramo theorem and the
principle of superposition. Compensation techniques applied by detector manufac-
tures to increase the resistivity of CdZnTe detectors, which are known to be plagued
xxiv
by shallow defect levels, introduce deep defect levels in the material. These defects
act as trapping centers, trapping free charge carriers for longer times, degrading the
performance of these devices when operated under high-flux scenarios. Characteriza-
tion of shallow and deep trapping centers was required to understand the causes of
the polarization effect. Since holes limit the performance of these devices under high-
flux irradiation, more emphasis was given to measuring this charge polarity electrical
transport properties. A systematic approach was used to measure these properties,
i.e. electron and hole average trapping (τe,h) and detrapping (τeD,hD) times. In this
work one-electron defect level and two-hole defect levels were considered. This was
accomplished by detailed analysis of measured induced signals irradiating the de-
tectors with γ-rays, α-particles and Kα X-rays on the sides, through the protective
paint, and on the cathode surface. Then, holes-only induced signals were obtained
by removing the electron contribution in the measured signals and charge transport
properties were calculated. High-flux experiments using a JL Shepherd & Associates
3 Ci (09-20-2001) Cs-137 γ-ray irradiator and a custom-built experimental apparatus
were conducted in the Ford Nuclear Reactor (FNR) building at the University of
Michigan. The main objective of these experiments was to understand charge polar-
ization effects caused by positive space charge build up as a function of irradiation
flux and time, i.e., the polarization effect. The framework developed in this work used
a Cs-137 γ-source rather than conventional X-ray sources. In future work, the same
methodology should be applied to other types of radiation, such as X-rays, different
detector materials, geometries, electrode configurations and different incident fluxes.
The hardware used to acquire data in the high-flux experiments as well as details
of the collimator and detectors used are described in this work. High photon fluxes
were produced in these experiments by changing the distance between the source
and detector. In these experiments, signals induced on electrodes were digitized in
continuous mode using commercially available digitizers. These signals were post-
xxv
processed using a 1D edge detection algorithm. Initial experiments using the 3 Ci
Cs-137 irradiator showed that the detectors polarized before reaching the maximum
achievable flux, which corresponded to the minimum possible distance between source
and detector. In order to understand the polarization effect, temporal evolution of
the detector’s response as a function of incident radiation flux was measured from
t = 0 . . . 25.6 s and Φ = 0 . . . 219 000 photons/pixel/s. These experiments showed
photopeak shifts towards lower energy bins and spectral degradation as a function of
increasing radiation flux. A series of experiments were conducted, where the design
of the experiemental apparatus evolved over time in multiple iteration cycles. The
main objective of these experiments was to polarize these detectors in order to pro-
vide information to study the causes of this phenomenon. Measured and simulated
spectra as a function of increasing flux showed photopeaks shifting towards lower
energy bins followed by complete absence of spectral information, which was found to
be caused by positive space charge build up distorting and completely breaking down
the operating electric field as flux increased. More importantly, in this work we have
developed a complete 3D framework that can be extended to other semiconductor
detector materials to study and predict their performance under high-flux scenarios.
xxvi
CHAPTER I
Introduction
Over the past several years, the prospect of a terrorist group armed with a nuclear
weapon has frequently been cited as a genuine and overriding threat to the security
of the United States, Shanker and Scmitt (2009), Montgomery (2009), Blair (2010),
McConnell (2008) and alq (2010). Independent of the special nuclear material (SNM)
chosen, highly-enriched uranium (HEU) or weapons-grade plutonium (WGPu), both
have in common high atomic numbers (Z=92 and 94, respectively) which are distinct
from other ordinary materials. This intrinsic characteristic can be used selectively in
either an energy binned or full spectral X-ray computer tomography (CT) cargo in-
spection system operated standalone or integrated with other detection technologies.
If a terrorist group tries to slowly smuggle small quantities of SNM hidden inside small
packages using conventional routes - by air, sea or land, into or within the United
States, the proposed technology can be used as a cargo inspection system adding to
conventional scanners the capability of making images as a function of atomic num-
bers. This would enable the identification of the presence of SNM without relying on
their naturally emitted radiation, which could potentially make a significant impact
in future inspection systems. This is particularly important if small quantities of
shielded or masked SNM are intentionally placed inside luggage size objects either
by passengers or sent unattended using the United States Postal Service (USPS) or
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similar carrier services.
It is well known that detecting small quantities of shielded SNM is a difficult
task, Slaughter et al. (2003), Dougan et al. (2004) and Medalia (2010). In gen-
eral, current detection systems detect the presence of SNM by either measuring its
naturally occurring radiation (passive systems) or its artificially induced radiation
(active interrogation systems). Both approaches have been extensively studied in the
past years, Yang (2009). The limitations of any detection or inspection techniques
currently been studied and used are inherent to the requirements imposed by the en-
vironment where they need to be deployed. Usually, scanning/screening technologies
for cargo inspection systems are required to be affordable, unattended, agile, mo-
bile, re-locatable, high-capacity and low dose to the environment. Current small-size
inspection systems being used at checkpoints that operate with X-ray sources are
unable to distinguish between two different materials having high densities and high
atomic numbers, Lanza (2009). For instance, a small object made of relative high-Z
material could be intentionally built as a shielding material to absorb low energy
photons (< 200 keV) emitted by small amounts of either HEU or WGPu. Current
passive and X-ray scanning systems provide relative low probability of detection of
this masked materials. Depending on the scenario, this is true even if the object in
question is visually inspected by Homeland Security agents at security checkpoints.
Cargo inspection systems providing targeted-material specific imaging and iden-
tification capabilities, measuring full spectral information of attenuated X-rays, can
potentially provide improved imaging and identification performance. X-ray detec-
tors need to operate at intense radiation fluxes (∼ 1 × 108 photons/cm2/s) for this
application due to scanning time requirements, in order to determine material spe-
cific compositions, identifying atomic numbers of targeted materials in the absorbing
medium. Good spectral energy resolution of attenuated X-ray beam is required in
the X-ray energy range of interest, Schlomka et al. (2008). The main mechanisms of
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absorption of the incident photons in the energy range of interest are either photoelec-
tric absorption or Compton scatter. A simple realization of this technique, known as
dual-energy imaging, was initially proposed in the mid-1970’s, Alvarez and Macovski
(1976). This technique uses the well known dependence of the attenuation coefficient
with energy for different materials. K-edge imaging can be realized using multi-bin
energy-discrimination counting detectors. New developments in direct-conversion ra-
diation detectors, e.g. CdZnTe detectors, provide the required detection capabilities
necessary for this technique in medical imaging as well as security applications, Butler
et al. (2008), Halpern et al. (2009), Persson and Cederwall (2011) and Kalender et al.
(2008). Also, multi-energy CT for small animals using CdZnTe is being developed
by many groups, Masetti et al. (2009b), Kim et al. (2006) and Masetti et al. (2009a).
The K absorption edge corresponds to a sudden increase in the attenuation coefficient
of photons occurring at a photon energy just above the binding energy of the K shell
electron of the atoms interacting with the photons, which corresponds to a sudden
decrease in the number of counted events at the same corresponding energy. The
sudden increase in attenuation is due to photoelectric absorption of the photons. The
challenge is to measure these absorption jumps caused by the K-edges of different
materials at significantly high-fluxes using semiconductor detectors, Veigele (1973).
In some applications, e.g. Spectral CT, measuring these features using CdZnTe pixe-
lated detectors operated in pulse mode at room-temperature is advantageous, Soldner
et al. (2007), Bale et al. (2008) and Bale and Szeles (2008).
The problem becomes more challenging as incident photon flux increases, since it
is observed at room-temperature through experiments and simulations that build-up
of positive space charge in the bulk of these devices causes signal degradation. In
this work, it is shown that positive space charge build-up causes distortions in the
operating electric field E mainly due to holes getting trapped in deep trapping centers
in CdZnTe. At higher fluxes, positive space charge build-up completely breaks down
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the operating electric field causing the detector to stop working. Then, in order to
minimize this undesirable effect it is necessary to understand which material proper-
ties and operating parameters limit the performance of these devices under high-flux
operating conditions. Also, the optimization of algorithms used to reconstruct im-
ages as a function of atomic numbers using spectral information provided by these
detectors is an important topic suggested for future work.
A spiral model described in Figure 1.1 is used to represent the main topics ad-
dressed in this work.
Figure 1.1: A spiral model showing the seven main topics which were addressed during
this Ph.D. research.
It shows in a simplified way seven main topics, which were investigated at different
phases during the life cycle of this Ph.D. research:
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a) Project requirements
b) High-flux experiments
c) High-flux simulations
d) Analysis
e) Material properties
f) Electronics requirements
g) Applications
Figure 1.1 illustrates that very little was known in the beginning of this research.
This is represented by drawing further from the center of the figure, the state-of-
the-art in this research, what was known in the beginning of this research. All of
these seven topics were not thoroughly investigated in this research. More attention
was given to the high-flux experiments and simulations, data analysis and measuring
the electrical transport properties of CdZnTe while less attention was given to the
electronics required, the applications and the project requirements. In future studies,
more effort should be spent on these other topics. In particular, the requirements
for the operation of these detectors were not clearly defined in the beginning of this
study and there was no clear definition of the meaning of the term high-flux. Different
researchers reported different flux levels, Soldner et al. (2007), Bale et al. (2008)
and Du et al. (2003). Also, initial studies published by these and other researchers
concluded that the incident flux Φ was the only factor limiting the operation of
CdZnTe detectors in high-flux scenarios. In these early studies, important parameters
such as the energy of the source, the operating conditions (i.e. temperature T and
applied voltage V) and the dimension of the detector as well as electrode configuration
were not fully explored in previous work.
In order to make significant contributions to the scientific community, this research
focused on understanding the main causes of the so-called polarization effect. Here,
the polarization effect was considered to be the build up of positive space charge
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as a function of irradiation time when operating these semiconductor detectors at
high-flux (∼ 1× 108 photons/cm2/s) scenarios.
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CHAPTER II
Current Technologies and Applications
Current technologies that have been used to inspect cargo or can potentially be
applied for this application are briefly discussed here. In this chapter, an introduction
to conventional, dual-energy and multiple energy CT systems is presented. Some of
the techniques presented here are still not commercially available in cargo inspection
systems, such as multiple energy CT. On the contrary, some applications of this tech-
nique in medical systems are being used to describe the benefits of multiple energy CT
over conventional and dual energy CT systems, Roessl and Proksa (2007), Shikhaliev
and Fritz (2011) and Feuerlein et al. (2008). This is necessary to understand the
advantages of having full spectral CT functionality, as proposed here, in future in-
spection systems. A brief and overall discussion on the limitations in detecting small
quantities of shielded or masked SNM is also presented here. In general, imaging
systems using X-rays as incident radiation source have been vastly used in both cargo
inspection and medical applications as digital X-ray systems. Then, only systems that
use X-ray sources in scanning mode of operation, i.e. CT scanners, either conventional
or dual-energy, are considered in this analysis. They enable attended or unattended
operation through the use of specialized algorithms, i.e., pattern recognition, artificial
intelligence, and other more advanced techniques that in some applications can be
applied in real time.
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3D images of scanned objects are formed by counting the X-rays incident at the
detector, usually operating the system in current mode, integrating the signal over
all energies. These detectors are usually 2D sensitive, e.g., x-ray films, digital CsI
sensors, scintillators with PMT, and sometimes in recent systems can have limited
depth sensing capability, e.g., layers of scintillators in dual-energy CT, Schlomka et al.
(2008). These techniques usually generate large volumes of data that after acquisi-
tion, using fast detectors and specialized readout electronics, are post-processed in
order to demonstrate various structures based on their ability to attenuate the inci-
dent X-ray beam. It is well understood that attenuation of photons by matter due
to photoelectric absorption and Compton scatter are dependent on the energy of the
incident photon. X-ray sources are characterized by a broad energy spectrum and
current systems operate with X-rays energies peaking around 100 keV. Therefore, dif-
ferent spectral components are attenuated with different strengths, a process called
beam hardening, deCasteele et al. (2002). The main difference between conventional
and dual-energy CT scanners is that conventional CT scanners do not use the energy
information of the X-ray beam while dual-energy CT scanners either use two energy
X-ray beams or have layers of detectors with different efficiencies to discriminate re-
gions of predominance of photoelectric absorption from regions of predominance of
Compton scattering. The later separates effects of photoelectric absorptions from
Compton scattering sometimes using two incident X-ray beams for each scanned po-
sition, having each beam at distinct energies (low for mostly photoelectric absorption
and high for mostly Compton scatterings). This is the so called dual-energy approach,
Ying et al. (2006) and Xing et al. (2011). More recent scanners apply this same tech-
nique using a single X-ray beam and two layers of detectors, the first for Compton
scatter interactions and the second for photoelectric absorption, still operating both
layers in current mode, Kang et al. (2010). For scanning materials with low atomic
number Z, the dual energy method works well while energy binned or full spectral
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CT may not be advantageous, Xing et al. (2011). Since these systems integrate the
induced signals over all energies, or in the particular case of dual-energy systems over
two large energy ranges, they cannot use the additional information contained in the
photoelectric absorption of high-Z materials (Z> 25).
Dual-energy attempts for a correct treatment of the energy dependence of at-
tenuation in matter considers the photoelectric absorption and Compton scatter as
distinct effects. In these systems detectors are used in current mode and attenuation
is considered as an average value over the entire X-ray energy. This decomposition
is beneficial within the regime of diagnostic X-ray energies for elements with low-Z,
i.e. those elements where the K-edge discontinuities in the attenuation coefficient lie
below the energy regime of operation of current detectors (< 10 keV). When assess-
ing high-Z materials, the previously described technique is inefficient either if one
tries to change the energy of the source or if different layers of detectors are used.
Using a linear accelerator to generate monoenergetic X-rays makes this task possible
without relying on the energy information of the incoming photon, although this is
not practical since it would be extremely time consuming. More recently, several
groups are investigating multiple energy CT systems using large band-gap semicon-
ductor detectors, e.g., CdZnTe, by selecting a small number of energy bins (around
six energy bins are realizable in some systems, Mikkelsen et al. (2008b)) and count-
ing photons at specific energy windows. These systems enable a rough estimation
of the spectrum, which can be used to assemble a small and finite basis of images
which, if correctly chosen, can be used to determine material specific compositions.
The major drawback of this system is the impossibility of using the additional 3D-
position-sensing information provided by pixelated CdZnTe detectors, which would
improve the energy resolution by applying depth or time-of-flight corrections to the
recorded signals, e.g., charge trapping, Li et al. (1999c), Li et al. (1999a), Li et al.
(1999b), Zhang et al. (2004), Zhang et al. (2005) and Zhang (2005). This additional
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feature enables correct identification and assessment of measured spectral jumps due
to L,M,N and K-edges. The main problem encountered is the limitation imposed by
the inherent charge transport characteristic of current semiconductor detector mate-
rials, e.g., CdZnTe, CdTe and HgI2, mostly related to low hole mobility compared
with electron mobility, Rodrigues and He (2010) and Rodrigues and He (2011).
During the last two decades, CdZnTe has been explored as an alternative and fu-
ture material for nuclear imaging applications, Scheiber (1996), Heanue et al. (1996),
Iwata et al. (1999), Barber et al. (2003) and Barber et al. (2005). This has led to im-
proved semiconductor detector’s performance under low- and high-flux scenarios and
the development of new theories that take advantage of these devices and enable their
use in new applications, e.g., spectral CT. Spectral CT systems using CdZnTe detec-
tors have been proposed by many researchers due to the ideal characteristics of these
devices. Compared to dual-energy and conventional CT systems, spectral CT has
the advantage not only to distinguish and identify contrast agents from other highly
absorbing materials but also gain quantitative information on the specific material it-
self. Preliminary results showed that both dose to the patient as well as overall image
quality improved using multi-energy CT approach with monochromatic X-ray beams,
Masetti et al. (2009a). This technique can be used to selectively remove unwanted
background from the image - resulting in an image of a single element for instance
(single Z), since spectral CT can be much more selective than current systems. The
desired characteristics of semiconductor detectors to be used in spectral CT systems
include:
a) Detector Response
- High response speed to minimize pile-up and dead time.
- High count rate limitation to enable high-flux operation (photon flux Φ > 1 × 108
counts/cm2/s).
- Good response uniformity: count rate, gain and energy resolution uniformities.
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b) Device Fabrication
- High crystal quality: uniform and optimized charge transport properties for high-
flux applications without device polarization.
- Low noise: good device fabrication, since most sources of noise are originated from
surface, interface and subsurface defects.
- High breakdown voltage: high response speed of detector arrays due to short transit
time of the photon induced carriers.
c) Device Testing
- Fast screening techniques: fast selection of regions with desirable properties, reduc-
ing fabrication costs.
d) Hybridization
- Improving bonding technology: lowering the ASIC bonding temperature, reducing
introduction of additional defects.
e) Readout Integrated Circuit
- High speed signal processing: enabling high count rate, high dynamic range, good
linearity operation without serious pile-up and reduced electronics dead time.
- Multi-channel parallel readout: efficient processing signals from multiple pixels in
parallel.
In the 1990’s, researchers were looking at CdZnTe and other semiconductor detec-
tors as possible radiation detectors in Nuclear Medical Imaging (NMI). During this
time, the operation of these devices in current as well as pulse mode were investi-
gated by many research groups. Results for pulse mode were less encouraging due
to poor detector’s performance observed under high-flux irradiation. The detectors
could not achieve the required flux for CT systems and were limited to PET applica-
tions. By 1991, researchers recognized the need to invest more heavily on computer
simulations as a need to better understand the physics involved in semiconductors,
Gustafson (1991). By 1992, the use of CdZnTe in spectral CT applications were still
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at the experimental stage in most companies and R&D laboratories. During this
time, CdTe was limited by the rather long afterglow, Scheiber (1996). This problem
was solved around 1996, when significant progress was accomplished in shortening the
photodecay in CdTe X-ray detectors by modifying their structure and contacts. By
1996, hybrid spectral CT and SPECT systems had been developed using either Ge
or CdTe detectors. During this time, applications using CdZnTe and other semicon-
ductor detectors operated under high-flux scenarios were being envisioned in current
mode, as a solution to pile-up and other problems which were known at that time,
Scheiber (1996) and Heanue et al. (1996). By 1999, it was recognized that although
CdTe and CdZnTe were attractive detector materials in many aspects, there was still
much work to be done before they could be used in a flexible medical imaging sys-
tem such as the PET/CT system. During this time, researchers started to develop
simulations of semiconductor detectors coupling the charge continuity equations with
Poisson’s equation. At that time, complex electrode geometries like coplanar grid
and pixelated anodes were considered as a prohibited approach, leading to simpler
simulations, decoupling those equations when those geometries were considered. For
low-flux applications, this assumption was sufficient since the excess of charges pro-
duced by radiation interactions does not significantly perturb the field within the
detector, Prettyman (1998) and Eskin et al. (1999). On the contrary, this assumption
is not true for high-flux applications.
In the 2000’s, many researchers became more interested in using CdZnTe or CdTe
for Nuclear Medicine Imaging NMI applications, while some were investigating other
detector materials, e.g., GaAs. In Europe, read-out electronics capable of reading a
large number of multiple channels simultaneously were being developed, such as the
Medipix and XPAD collaborations, Llopart et al. (2002)and Franchi et al. (2006).
During this time, advances in dual-energy CT systems achieved by the General Elec-
tric Co. (GE), Siemens and other companies and research laboratories around the
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world, called the attention of the scientific community. CdZnTe, CdTe and other
semiconductors were being quoted as future materials to substitute current CT tech-
nologies with many added advantages. By 2008, researchers were looking for theories
that could explain the nature of polarization in materials like CdZnTe under high-
flux irradiations, Bale and Szeles (2008). By 2009, they were showing preliminary
results obtained for a multi-energy CT system for small animals. In these experi-
ments, the X-ray energy used was tunable to be either 26 or 72 keV. These results
showed that both dose to the patient as well as overall image quality could improve
using the multi-energy CT approach, Masetti et al. (2009b). It was demonstrated
that this technique could be used to selectively remove unwanted background from
images, resulting in an image of a single element. Multi-energy CT was proved to
be more selective than dual-energy CT systems. By 2009, researchers were able to
simulate charge transport processes in CdZnTe including electrostatic repulsion of
space charge, Benoit and Hamel (2009). Also, during the same period of time, re-
searchers were able to solve the 1D system of equations that describe the problem
using Multiple-Scale techniques, Bale and Szeles (2009).
2.1 The problem: A spectral CT system for Cargo Inspection
In order to reduce scanning time, the application described in Chapter I requires
high incident photon flux ∼ 1 × 108 photons/cm2/s. Poor hole mobility causes pos-
itive space charge build up in the detector volume, at first distorting the electric
field, then at higher fluxes, the operating field completely breaks down causing the
detector to stop working. While pioneer studies considered the operation of these
devices mostly in current mode, more recent studies concentrated in operating these
detectors in pulse mode, taking advantage of the energy information. When operating
at high-flux, it becomes challenging to measure the energy of each photon. Positive
space charge builds up, reducing the internal field, causing signal degradation and
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incomplete charge collection. In this research, it was concluded that this problem
is mostly due to incomplete signal integration (ballistic deficit), when analog filters
with a fixed shaping time are used to calculate signal amplitudes. In order to design
instruments to take advantage of 3D-position-sensitive CdZnTe detectors operating
under high-flux, this problem needs to be correctly understood both through simu-
lations and experiments. Much of the progress achieved over the last two decades is
in better understanding the physics in semiconductor devices through experiments
and simulations. This approach is responsible for the improvement of performance
of these devices over the years under low and high-fluxes. Development of new de-
tectors capable of operating at high-flux for spectral CT and PET applications with
3D-position-sensing capability is challenging.
2.1.1 The Challenge
For security applications higher X-ray source energies peaking around 300 keV are
needed due to two main reasons: firstly the detection system has to be able to correctly
distinguish photoelectric absorption jumps due to L, M, N and K-edges of targeted
high Z materials (which for lead is around 88 keV and for uranium and plutonium
is around 115 keV and 118 keV respectively), as seen in Figure 2.1, and secondly to
reduce scanning time one needs to increase the number of incident photons at these
energies. Bremsstrahlung sources are broad energy sources (X-ray bremsstrahlung
spectra peaks around 1/3 of maximum energy). Full spectral CT seems to be the
only realizable solution and CdZnTe seems to be a promising detector material for
this application. The principle of full spectral CT is simple and uses the jumps in the
photoelectric absorption coefficient due to L, M, N and K-edges, specially for high Z
materials of interest. Combined with conventional and dual-energy techniques that
are already being used for detection/imaging of low Z materials, this technique would
enable detection/imaging of the entire range of existing materials. In the medical
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field there have been extensive research activities to improve detection of target-
specific and conventional contrast agents and drugs for this and also a multitude of
other medical imaging modalities such as, e.g., magnetic resonance imaging, positron-
emission-tomography and optical imaging. In order to be more specific, in both
security and medical applications there is a need to implement systems with material
identification capabilities and CdZnTe is a promising radiation detection material.
Figure 2.1: Total attenuation coefficient (cm2/g) as a function of photon energy
(MeV) for seven different materials: Aluminum (Al), Iron (Fe), Gold
(Au), Mercury (Hg), Lead (Pb), Uranium(U) and Plutonium (Pu).
Security applications need to target materials that have higher atomic numbers
compared with contrast agents used in the medical field. Large band-gap semiconduc-
tor detectors, e.g., CdZnTe(Eg=1.4 to 2.2 eV), HgI2(Eg=2.1 eV) and CdTe(Eg=1.5
eV), have the required energy resolution to resolve features measured in the spectrum
at this energy range and can be operated at room-temperature with the advantage
of giving 3D-position-sensing information. There has been extensive study on the
use of CdZnTe pixelated detectors mostly targeting medical applications. Currently
there is no commercial system capable of operating these semiconductor detectors in
high-flux and pulse mode acquiring full spectroscopic information and also enabling
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3D-position-sensing. This system, in theory, would enable the user to quantify and
make nondestructive assessment of objects through images and specialized algorithms
for every element.
2.1.2 Preliminary Simulations Targeting SNM
A simplified simulation is used to demonstrate this idea. The theory related
with the results shown in this section has been described elsewhere by Firsching
et al. (2004), Sidky et al. (2005b), Faridani (2003) and Firsching et al. (2006). It is
assumed a X-ray beam with a flat incident spectrum in the energy range between 30
keV and 150 keV passing through an ideal object, a phantom described in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Phantom simulated as a sphere made of element Al (Z=13) with density
ρ = 2.7 g/cm3 with radius of 2 cm (each mesh corresponds to .01 cm),
having six different elements: Fe (Z=26, ρ = 7.874 g/cm3), Au (Z=79,
ρ = 19.3 g/cm3), Hg (Z=80, ρ = 13.534 g/cm3), Pb (Z=82, ρ = 11.34
g/cm3), U (Z=92, ρ = 19.1 g/cm3)and Pu (Z=94, ρ = 19.816 g/cm3).
The phantom is made of solid aluminum (Al, Z=13, ρ = 2.7 g/cm3), having small
spheres of different elements embedded on it: Iron (Fe, Z=26, ρ = 7.874 g/cm3),
Gold (Au, Z=79, ρ = 19.3 g/cm3), Mercury (Hg, Z=80, ρ = 13.534 g/cm3), Lead
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(Pb, Z=82, ρ = 11.34 g/cm3), Uranium (U, Z=92, ρ = 19.1 g/cm3) and Plutonium
(Pu, Z=94, ρ = 19.816 g/cm3). The simulated geometry is modeled as a 500 × 500
mesh corresponding to a 5 × 5 cm2 area, having a spherical solid aluminum block 2
cm radius centered at the geometric center of the mesh and six small spheres 1 mm
diameter positioned 60o apart from each other, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.3 shows reconstructed images at six different measured energies: a) 30 <
E < 80 keV, b) 80 < E < 83 keV, c) 83 < E < 88 keV, d) 88 < E < 116 keV, e)
116 < E < 122 keV and f) 122 < E < 150 keV.
a) 30 < E < 80 keV b) 80 < E < 83 keV
c) 83 < E < 88 keV d) 88 < E < 116 keV
e) 116 < E < 122 keV f) 122 < E < 150 keV
1
Figure 2.3: Reconstructed images integrated over a) 30 < E < 80, b) 80 < E < 83, c)
83 < E < 88, d) 88 < E < 116, e) 116 < E < 122 and f) 122 < E < 150
keV energy windows.
This simulation considered a parallel beam of X-rays incident on the phantom and
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did not take into account the effect of change in the trajectory of the incident X-ray
photon caused by Compton scatters in the material. Also, it was considered that the
broad X-ray Bremsstrahlung incident spectrum is constant in the ranges of energies
simulated. The phantom rotates every degree in a full 360o rotation. For each angle of
rotation, attenuation coefficients are calculated and incident spectra at the surface of
the detector are measured. The estimated X-ray flux takes into account the distance
between the source and detector and the counts necessary to have enough statistics
to measure features in the spectrum. Images shown in Figure 2.3 form a basis, where
it is possible to create new images by adding and subtracting the images that form
this basis.
Figure 2.4 shows two images made using the basis defined on Figure 2.3.
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a) Uranium-Only: by subtracting Figure 116 < E < 122 keV from
Figure 88 < E < 116 keV
b) Plutonium-Only: by subtracting Figure 122 < E < 150 keV from
Figure 116 < E < 122 keV
1
Figure 2.4: Reconstructed image using a simple subtraction operation to obtain im-
ages of Uranium-Only and Plutonium-Only. In a), Figure 2.3e) was sub-
tracted from Figure 2.3d), and in b) Figure 2.3f) was subtracted from
Figure 2.3e).
In the images shown in Figure 2.4, the high contrast between SNM with respect
to other materials is obtained by subtracting Figures 2.3e from 2.3d and 2.3f from
2.3e.
2.2 ASIC Development
Since late 1990’s and early 2000’s, different groups have been developing application-
specific integrated circuit ASIC specific for high count rate to be used in CT and PET
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applications, Blanquart et al. (2000), Pangaud et al. (2010), Ricq et al. (2001) and
Llopart et al. (2002). By 2007, these ASIC started to show promising results in the
medical field, Pangaud et al. (2007), Franchi et al. (2006), Michel et al. (2006), Bohnel
et al. (2007) and Firsching et al. (2007). At the same time, other groups started to
show results using their own ASIC development, Szeles et al. (2007) and Mikkelsen
et al. (2008b). By 2010, development in ASIC design has enabled researchers to en-
vision new applications for position-sensitive CdZnTe detectors in the future, Talla
et al. (2008), Basolo et al. (2008), Durst et al. (2008), Nachtrab et al. (2009), Stead-
man et al. (2011), Tlustos (2010) and Aslund et al. (2010).
Modern ASIC technology available today has been optimized for good performance
with CdTe and CdZnTe for single photon energy spectroscopy and imaging, Mikkelsen
et al. (2008a). These ASIC have been tested at 2.0 × 104 counts/channel/s with
the desired characteristics to operate with 3D-position-sensitive CdZnTe detectors
under high radiation fluxes, Mikkelsen et al. (2008b). ASIC manufacturer simulations
predict that signal acquisition at frequencies of 0.1 MHz can be achieved per ASIC
channel using this design. Then, the equivalent maximum count rate per unit are
depends on the size of the electrode considered.
High-flux experiments in our initial studies using the currently available CdZnTe
detectors have measured polarization effects caused by positive space charge build-up
at fluxes ∼ 2.0×105 counts/pixels/s (∼3 mm2 pixel area), which represents the same
acquisition rate predicted by ASIC manufacturers. Precise limits of operation, detec-
tor geometry, beam geometry and all other parameters can only be really determined
after more detailed study of this technology and depends on advances on new ASIC
and detector material fabrication.
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2.3 Remarks
Full spectral computed tomography CT systems using CdZnTe detectors have
been proposed by many researchers due to ideal characteristics of these devices. Com-
pared to conventional and dual-energy CT systems, spectral CT has the advantage
to distinguish and identify highly absorbing materials gaining quantitative informa-
tion on specific materials since the signal can be easily corrected by determining the
change in photopeak position as a function of incident flux. Some requirements for
systems that use CdZnTe detectors for spectroscopic X-ray imaging are:
a) room-temperature or near-room temperature operation to avoid bulky, power
hungry and maintenance of large refrigeration systems
b) short transit time of the X-ray induced charge carriers through the detector
crystal to minimize pile-up and maximize count-rate
c) negligible charge trapping to minimize space-charge formation and polarization
of the device
d) sufficiently fast and accurate readout electronics to enable the processing of the
large number of signals without significant count-rate degradation
Spectral CT systems using CdZnTe pixelated detectors require small pixel-pitch,
i.e., ∼ 300 µm, to allow high count rate per channel without severely deteriorating
energy resolution caused by charge sharing effects, taking advantage of the small pixel
effect. Considering this required pixel pitch, charge sharing can severely degrade
the performance of the system if not correctly considered in the system. Also, a
large number of pixels is needed which imposes a challenge on the readout hardware
and software. The reason why CdZnTe has not yet been fully implemented in this
application is believed to be related to its material properties and limited performance
of fast readout electronics. Current ASIC developed by different manufacturers are
becoming more feasible. In the future, it should be possible to use 3D-position-
sensitive detectors in pulse mode at reasonably high count rates (∼ 100 kHz per
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channel). CdZnTe crystal growth technology is more mature and crystal quality has
improved. There has been little agreement between researchers on the fundamental
issues related to the properties of materials needed for this specific application. It
is known that CdZnTe can be manufactured with different material properties. It is
necessary, for this application, to determine the impact of each material parameter
in the overall performance of the system. Positive space charge builds-up quickly, in
high-flux situations, due to slow drift of holes. This significantly perturb the electric
field. In order to completely understand this problem, we have been building over
the past years a full 3D simulation tool kit of pulse waveforms induced on pixelated
CdZnTe detectors under high irradiation fluxes.
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CHAPTER III
Simulation Modeling
A Monte-Carlo model of the experimental apparatus was implemented in Geant4,
as described in Sec.3.1. Using this model, 3D interaction positions and energies were
generated and stored in list-mode, as described in Section 3.1.1. These simulated
interactions were used as electron and hole source terms in the high-flux simulations,
by injecting each simulated event at fixed time intervals. This time was calculated to
be equivalent to the average time between real interactions in high-flux experiments,
simulating different irradiation fluxes, as described in Section 3.1.2. Each simulated
event consisted of single, double or multiple interactions, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and the final
distribution of charges in the simulated volume was determined by the superposition
of each injected charge cloud centered at position (xi, yi, zi) with energy Ei. These
interactions were assumed to create homogeneous and spherical clouds of electrons
and holes. The diameter of each charge cloud was calculated as a function of deposited
energy using Geant4, as described in Section 3.1.3.
Charge drift calculations were carried out by numerically solving the charge con-
tinuity equations coupled with Poisson’s equation, assuming multiple electron and
hole defect levels, as described in Section 3.2. In contrast to previously reported
work, a numerical approach was used to solve in 3D the system of charge transport
equations coupled with Poisson’s equation, Bale and Szeles (2009), Bale and Szeles
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(2010), Kozorezov et al. (2005), Barrett et al. (1995) and Gatti et al. (1987). One
defect level for electrons and two for holes were considered in this model. Initially,
a 3D point-cloud model was used to solve the system of coupled equations in high-
flux conditions. Then, changes in the experimental apparatus, described in Section
3.2.1, resulted in a simplified 3D axisymmetric model. This new approach signifi-
cantly reduced the amount of time needed to numerically solve the proposed system
of equations. Additionally, future implementations of more advanced physical models
not included in this simulation, such as charge recombination and the effect of the
contacts, can be investigated using this approach.
In order to consider the effect of the cathode and anode electrodes, space charge
electric field was calculated using the mirror charges method, as described in Section
3.2.2. Look-up tables containing values of operating and space charge electric fields,
weighting potential, and distribution of charges as a function of cloud diameter and
distance from the axis of symmetry were pre-calculated. Time, precision and compu-
tational constraints determined the size of the square mesh used in the simulations,
as described in Section 3.3.1. These values were readout once and stored in memory
as look-up tables in the beginning of each simulation execution. Applied electric field
~E and operating and weighting potentials, Φ and Φwp, were calculated using the Fi-
nite Element Method using the software Maxwell 3D, as described in Section 3.3.2.
Space charge electric field was calculated using the mirror charges method, while the
number of mirror charges was determined by considering a 0.5% precision of the space
charge electric field near the electrode region, as described in Section 3.3.3. Signals
induced on each electrode were calculated by applying the Shockley-Ramo theorem
and the principle of superposition, as described in Section 3.3.4.
Finally, validation of the developed simulation tool is presented in Section 3.4,
while a critical analysis of the approach chosen to study problems caused by the
operation of semiconductor detectors in high-flux irradiation environments, such as
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the so-called polarization effect, is presented in Section 3.5.
3.1 Monte Carlo Model of The Experimental Apparatus
A Monte-Carlo model of the experimental apparatus consisting of eight objects, as
described in Figure 3.1, was implemented using Geant4 in order to generate interac-
tion positions (xi, yi, zi) and energies Ei, which were used in the high-flux simulations,
Agostinelli et al. (2003) and Rodrigues and He (2010). Table3.1 lists the names, the
materials, the construction methods and the main dimensions of the objects used in
these simulations.
Figure 3.1: Objects modeled in Geant4 to simulate the experimental apparatus used
in the high-flux experiment (Eγ=662 keV).
Object Material Construction in Geant4 Main Dimensions
Detector CdZnTe G4Box 20× 20× 5 mm3
Test Box Al G4Box-G4Box-G4Tubs 17.7× 17.7× 10 cm3
XY-Stage Al G4Box-G4Tubs 13.9× 13.9× 4.35 cm3
Support Al G4Box-G4Tubs 7.15× 7.15× 2.2 cm3
Collimator Pb G4Tubs-G4Cons φ = 2.54 cm, L = 7.5 cm
Cs-137 Shield Pb G4Tubs-G4Tubs-G4Cons φ = 15 cm, L = 9.5016 cm
Cs-137 Source CsCl G4Tubs φ = 13.2 mm, L = 12.7 mm
Room Air G4Box 3× 3× 3 m3
Table 3.1: Main dimensions and construction properties of elements included in the
Monte-Carlo model of the experimental apparatus created using Geant4.
Note that the column labeled Construction in Geant4 shows the sequence of oper-
ations used to create each object, while the column labeled Main Dimensions shows
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the overall dimensions of each object.
3.1.1 Geant4 Interaction Positions and Energies
Initial γ-ray and the secondary particle interactions are created in the detector
by Geant4. The physical processes considered in the model include pair production,
Compton scattering, and photoelectric effect for γ-rays and multiple scattering and
ionization for electrons. An energy cutoff was used to improve the code performance,
not tracking particles with a kinetic energy lower than this limit, assuming they de-
posited their energy locally. Interaction positions (xi, yi, zi) and energies Ei were
generated using the Monte-Carlo model of the experimental apparatus described in
Sec.3.1. These were stored in files in list mode, which were then used as an input pa-
rameter to the charge transport code. Additionally, using the GetTrackID() function
provided in Geant4, when an event interacted in the detector volume by Compton or
photoelectric effects, primary tracks were recorded having ID = 1, while secondary
tracks were recorded having ID > 1. The variable ID was used as a flag to track
secondary electron ramifications originating from the same primary event, thus iden-
tifying events originating from the same charge cloud. The use of a Monte-Carlo
code to generate initial interaction positions has been reported by other researchers,
Benoit and Hamel (2009), Picone et al. (2003), Alirol et al. (2009) and Sempau et al.
(1997).
3.1.2 Simulated Average Time Between Events vs. Irradiation Flux
Interactions described in Sec.3.1.1 were injected into the simulated detector vol-
ume at different rates, in order to simulate different photon radiation fluxes. Then,
it was required to calculate the relationship between the average time between inter-
actions and the incident flux at the surface of the detector. During high-flux irra-
diation, it is possible that multiple interactions occur in the detector volume within
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a time frame shorter than the time required to drift these charges to their respec-
tive collecting electrodes. Simulated and measured spectra were used to calculate
the relationship between the average time between interactions and the irradiation
flux. The incident flux Φ at the surface of the detector was considered to be inversely
proportional to the average time between interactions, as described by Equation 3.1,
Φ =
C
t¯
(3.1)
then, reducing by half the average time between interactions increases by a factor of
two the incident flux Φ.
Measurement of the constant of proportionality C was hindered by factors such
as multiple scatters from all materials surrounding the detector not being included in
the Monte-Carlo model, imperfect alignment between source and detector, unknown
source geometry and other factors. Table 3.2 summarizes results used to calculate
the value of the constant of proportionality C. The column labeled Incident Flux Φ
was simulated considering the geometry described in Sec.3.1 and the known source
activity, while the column labeled Total Count Rate r was measured in the high-flux
experiments operating the detector at −1000 V cathode bias. It can be observed
that non-proportional values of C were calculated for incident fluxes Φ higher than
∼ 45 570 photons/pixel/s. Then, considering the first four results presented in Table
Simulated Flux Measured Total Count Rate Tavg C
(photons/pixel/s) (photons/s) (ns) (photons/pixel)
22 125 3580 279 280 6.18
27 315 4510 221 880 6.06
34 810 5850 170 940 5.95
45 570 7700 129 870 5.92
62 950 12610 79 310 4.99
92 495 20160 49 600 4.59
144 990 43730 22 870 3.32
Table 3.2: Average time between interactions as a function of incident photon flux Φ
at the surface of the detector.
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Figure 3.2: Simulated cloud diameters using Geant4, showing the averaged maximum
distances between electrons in µm as a function of energy in keV.
3.2, the estimated value of the constant of proportionality C was 6.0. For example,
injecting events in simulations every 100, 200 and 300 ns corresponds to incident
photon fluxes Φ = 6× 107, 3× 107, 2× 107 photons/pixel/s, respectively.
3.1.3 Charge Cloud Diameter vs. Photon Energy
Interactions positions (xi, yi, zi) and energies Ei generated using the Monte-Carlo
method described in Sec.3.1.1 are injected into the simulation assuming that each
interaction creates a homogeneous and spherical charge cloud. In CdZnTe, the num-
ber of electrons and holes created is calculated assuming the average value for the
radiation-ionization energy  = 4.64 eV, Endicott (2011). Distribution of electrons in
a cloud as a function of interaction energy was simulated in Geant4 for all energies
of interest using the GetTrackID function described in Sec.3.1.1. For every interac-
tion, the maximum distance between electrons was calculated and recorded within 1
keV energy bin separation. Then, the average value of the distances was calculated
considering all events simulated. Results shown in Figure 3.2 were calculated using
a total of ∼ 820 000 interactions. The relationship between electron cloud diameter
∅ and energy of interaction E was approximated by a third order degree polynomial
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having coefficients α = −1.042×10−9 keV−3, β = 1.32×10−6 keV−2, γ = 6.416×10−5
keV−1, and constant term C = 5.118×10−4, thus ∅(E)=α ·E3+β ·E2+γ ·E+C, with
energy E given in keV units and ∅ in mm.
Initially, electrons are injected as free charge in excess of equilibrium in the con-
duction band (into mape), while holes are injected as free charge in excess of equilib-
rium in the valence band (into maph). These two clouds are assumed to be identical
in shape and density of charges when they are created. In current simulations no
charge recombination is considered. In each interaction, charges are uniformly dis-
tributed inside the cloud. Since the 3D axisymmetric model described in Sec.3.2.1
requires a 2D rather than a 3D mesh, this idealized cloud needs to be transformed
from its original 3D shape, having uniform charge distribution, into a 2D shape with
non-uniform charge distribution. The shape of these 2D clouds and their respective
charge distribution varies as a function of cloud size and radial distance from the axis
of symmetry. In order to illustrate this idea, the projection of a 3D spherical cloud
of a 662 keV interaction at 350 µm from the axis of symmetry is shown in Figure 3.3.
Results shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are normalized.
Figure 3.3: Normalized cloud distribution considering an interaction of 662 keV at
350 µm from the axis of symmetry.
Then, knowing the interaction positions (xi, yi, zi) and energies Ei, the shape
of the charge cloud is determined using the superposition of the smaller clouds, each
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determined by its relative position with respect to the axis of symmetry and deposited
energy. An event having multiple interactions, such as the example shown in Figure
3.4, which has two interactions, with 277 and 200 keV at ∼ 1.7 mm from the axis of
symmetry can be easily added to the simulation.
Figure 3.4: Normalized cloud distribution considering two interaction close to each
other with of 277 and 200 keV at ∼ 1.7 mm from the axis of symmetry.
3.2 Charge Continuity Coupled with Poisson’s Equations
Results presented in Sec.3.1 briefly described the Monte-Carlo methods used to
generate initial interaction positions and energies. Also, using Monte-Carlo methods
combined with experimental results, the relationship between the average time be-
tween interactions and the incident flux at the surface of the detector was calculated.
The size and distribution of charges in a cloud as a function of interaction energy and
distance from the axis of symmetry were also calculated.
Now, we need to describe the model used to simulate the transport of charges
under high-flux irradiation. Charge drift calculations were carried out by numerically
solving the charge continuity equations with multiple electron and hole defect levels
coupled with Poisson’s equation, Equations 3.2-3.9, Prettyman (1998), Durst et al.
(2008), Ruat et al. (2007), Picone et al. (2003), Kolobov (2003) and Sze (1981). This
model considered one defect level for electrons and two for holes based on measure-
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ments of electrons-only and holes-only induced signals, which will be described in
more detail in Chapter IV.
∂ne
∂t
+∇ · (neµe∇φ)−∇ · (De∇ne) =
− 1
τeT
ne +
1
τeD
n˜e1 + δe (3.2)
∂n˜e1
∂t
=
1
τeT
ne − 1
τeD
n˜e1 (3.3)
∂nh
∂t
+∇ · (nhµh∇φ)−∇ · (Dh∇nh) =
− 1
τhT1
nh − 1
τhT2
nh +
1
τhD1
n˜h1 +
1
τhD2
n˜h2 + δh (3.4)
∂n˜h1
∂t
=
1
τhT1
nh − 1
τhD1
n˜h1 (3.5)
∂n˜h2
∂t
=
1
τhT2
nh − 1
τhD2
n˜h2 (3.6)
∇2φ = −k q
0
(ne + n˜e1 + nh + n˜h1 + n˜h2) (3.7)
E = −∇φ (3.8)
De,h = µe,h
kT
e
(3.9)
where,
e, h: electrons and holes
ne,h: free e-h concentration in excess of equilibrium
n˜e1: trapped e concentration in excess of equilibrium (shallow defect level)
n˜h1,2: trapped h concentration in excess of equilibrium (shallow/deep defect level)
τeT : e trapping lifetime (shallow defect level)
τeD: e detrapping lifetime (shallow defect level)
τhT1,2: h trapping lifetime (shallow/deep defect level)
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τhD1,2: h detrapping lifetime (shallow/deep defect level)
µe,h: free e-h mobilities
De,h: e-h diffusion coefficients
δe,h: e-h source terms
Equations 3.2−3.6 represent electron and hole charge continuity equations, con-
sidering the defect energy level diagram shown in Figure 3.5, while Equations 3.7
and 3.8 represent the Poisson’s equation including space charge and Equation 3.9
represents the diffusion coefficient.
Figure 3.5: Defect energy level diagram in CdZnTe (Eg ∼1.6 eV), showing one-
electron trapping center E1 and two-hole trapping centers H1 and H2,
where H1 represents a shallow defect level and H2 a deep defect level.
The system described by Equations 3.2-3.9 is numerically solved by discretizing
the detector into finite regions (meshes) while drifting free charges in finite steps,
linearizing the solution in each step. Charges are tracked in each finite region in all
maps of charges, one for each type of charge modeled: ne, n˜e1, nh, n˜h1 and n˜h2. Free
charges ne and nh move in each step, while at the same time the balance between free
and trapped charges is calculated in every position of the mesh: between free and
trapped electrons (ne and n˜e1) and free and trapped holes (nh and n˜h1, n˜h2).
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3.2.1 3D Axisymmetric Model
Initially, a complete 3D simulation was developed considering each interaction
cloud as a point, reason why it was referred to as Point-Cloud Model. In this model
initial interaction positions were generated by Geant4 using the Monte-Carlo method.
The operating electric field and potentials used in this simulation were calculated us-
ing the Finite Element Method (FEM), while electric field perturbations due to space
charge were calculated using the method of images (or mirror images). The entire
calculation was carried out for a large number of interaction positions in the detec-
tor volume in each simulation step, depending on the number of clouds considered
in each time step, considering the net field due to both space charge and external
applied voltages. A large number of finite volumes (136 803 300 cubes) were used
to simulate the detector in these simulations. The size of the problem limited the
performance of the simulation, which degraded significantly as the number of accu-
mulated space charge increased as a function of irradiation time. The complete 3D
simulation approach was limited in terms of equivalent real-time simulation, since it
was only able to simulate the problem on a µs time scale. Also, using this approach
it was difficult (or even impossible) to implement important physical processes in the
simulation code, such as charge diffusion, charge trapping and detrapping. An im-
provement in the performance of the simulation of at least two orders of magnitude
was required to study the transient behavior of the polarization effect on a longer
time scale, which was ∼ms time scale. In order to achieve this goal, the complete 3D
model was converted into a 3D axisymmetric model. The same approach is commonly
used to solve other problems, such as using the Finite Element method to reduce the
size of the problem in structural, heat and fluid dynamics problems, Takekida and
Nanbu (2004).
In order to use the 3D axisymmetric model, high-flux experiments required an
additional collimator, described in more detail in Chapter V. Monte-Carlo generated
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3D interaction positions (xi, yi, zi) were converted into equivalent 3D axisymmetric
interaction positions (ri, zi), where the electric field due to the original charge Qi with
energy Ei was calculated assuming that this new interaction had equal probability of
occurring at any point at a fixed distance ri from the axis of symmetry, the center
of the photon beam. This new charge Qi was considered to be uniformly distributed
around the axis of symmetry, forming a ring of charges, as shown in Figure 3.6,
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Figure 3.6: Space-charge model, considering equal probabilities of having an interac-
tion around the axis of symmetry.
where,
r: distance from the center of the photon beam (z-axis) measured in the xy-plane,
where r =
√
x2 + y2
θ: angle around the axis of symmetry, angle of integration, covering all infinitesi-
mal charges dq = ρ · rdθ lying in the uniform ring of charges
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R(r · cos(θ), r · sin(θ), zr): position of an infinitesimal charge dq as a function of θ
P (r, 0, zr): point of intersection between the uniform unitary ring of charges and
the xz-plane
O(x, 0, z): point where the electric field due to an uniform unitary ring of charges
is calculated in the xz-plane (the component in the y-direction is not computed, due
to the symmetry)
V (x, 0, zr): point determined by the projection of point O on vector
−→
CP
α: angle determined by the intersection between vectors
−→
CP and
−→
V R
β: angle between vector
−→
RO and the z-axis
−−→
dEθ = (dEx,θ, dEy,θ, dEz,θ): electric field evaluated at position O due to an in-
finitesimal charge dq at position R
Using the notation described in Figure 3.6, the magnitude of the electric field
vector
−−→
dEθ and its components in all xyz-directions were calculated, assuming given
positions P (r, 0, zr) and O(x, 0, z), since
|−−→dEθ| = 1
4piε
· ρ · rdθ
|−→RO|2
(3.10)
where,
ε = εrε0: linear permittivity of CdZnTe, considering it as a homogeneous material,
relative to that of free space, and εr ∼ 10 and εr = 8.854× 10−12 F·m−1
Then, using Equation 3.10 and Figure 3.6,
dEx,θ = |−−→dEθ| · sin(β) · cos(α) =
1
4piε
· ρ · rdθ
|−→RO|2
· sin(β) · cos(α) (3.11)
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dEy,θ = |−−→dEθ| · sin(β) · sin(α) =
1
4piε
· ρ · rdθ
|−→RO|2
· sin(β) · sin(α) (3.12)
dEz,θ = |−−→dEθ| · cos(β) =
1
4piε
· ρ · rdθ
|−→RO|2
· cos(β) (3.13)
Then, knowing that the Ey component must be zero, the solution to Equations
3.11-3.13 is given by Equations 3.14-3.16,
dEx,θ =
ρr
4piε
· a · dθ
(a2 + b2 + c2)
3
2
(3.14)
dEyy, θ = dEy,−θ (3.15)
dEz,θ =
ρr
4piε
· c · dθ
(a2 + b2 + c2)
3
2
(3.16)
where, the relations described by Equations 3.17-3.24 from Figure 3.6 were used:
−→
RO =
−→
O −−→R = (x− r · cos(θ),−r · sin(θ), z − zr) (3.17)
a = x− r · cos(θ) (3.18)
b = −r · sin(θ) (3.19)
c = z − zr (3.20)
|−→RO|2 = a2 + b2 + c2 (3.21)
cos(β) =
z − zr
|−→RO|
=
c√
a2 + b2 + c2
(3.22)
sin(β) =
√
a2 + b2√
a2 + b2 + c2
(3.23)
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cos(α) =
a√
a2 + b2
(3.24)
The values of Ex and Ez were evaluated integrating dEx,θ and dEz,θ from θ =
0 . . . 2pi and pre-calculated for every position of the ring and all positions in the
axisymmetric plane.
3.2.2 The Mirror-Charge Method
Since the field due to a ring of space charges uniformly distributed needed to be
evaluated in a finite detector volume having cathode and anode electrodes rather
than in an infinite medium, as predicted by the above equations, the method of
mirror images was used to include the effect of the boundary electrodes, Pumplin
(1969). Using this method, the detector was assumed to be finite in the Z-direction,
constrained by the cathode and anode planes, although it was assumed to be infinite
in the XY-plane directions. This was not a bad assumption, considering that in high-
flux experiments the beam was collimated around a central pixel and the diameter of
beam was kept much smaller than the detector’s dimensions in the XY-plane.
The method of mirror charges requires a large number of mirror charges to cal-
culate the electric field with low uncertainty near the electrode surfaces. Then, the
number of mirror charges used was determined by establishing a compromise between
precision and required time to compute all fields in all positions. In our calculations,
a 0.5 % uncertainty in the value of the calculated electric field near the electrodes
was considered. This level of precision required the use of 20 mirror charges in each
direction. Figure 3.7 shows the first two mirror charges (or rings of charges, in this
case) relative to both electrodes.
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Figure 3.7: Mirror-charge method applied to the unitary ring of charges, showing the
first two mirror charges relative to the electrodes.
3.3 3D Axisymmetric Model Implementation Process
A simplified fluxogram of the simulation process is presented in Figure 3.8, where
the different colors represent similar functionalities within the simulation code. The
solution implemented to speed-up the computational process was to store in memory
values that are used multiple times during the simulation and execute independent
processes in parallel using the Qt C++ environment. The simulation starts by reading
all pre-calculated parameters originally stored in files, i.e. space charge electric field
used in the 3D axisymmetric model, as well as other variables, and storing them in
memory.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation fluxogram, showing with same color parts of the code with
similar functionalities.
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Since the space charge electric field changes dynamically, depending on the spatial
distribution of charges in the simulated region after each time step, pre-computing
these field values and storing them in memory considerably reduced the required
computational time. Densities of electrons and holes were modeled according to the
energy level diagram shown in Figure 3.5. Then, five maps of charges were used to
keep track of free and trapped electrons and holes in all different trapping centers in
all simulated volume:
mape: map of free electrons in excess of equilibrium in the conduction band
mapte: map of trapped electrons in defect level E1
maph: map of free holes in excess of equilibrium in the valence band
mapth1: map of trapped holes in defect level H1
mapth2: map of trapped holes in defect level H2
In the beginning of each simulation, all charge maps are initialized having with
no space charge. During the simulation, these maps are continuously populated and
depopulated with charges according to the physical processes described by Equations
3.2-3.9. Additionally, as described in Figure 3.8, changing the value of t enables
the injection of charges at different rates, thus simulating different irradiation fluxes.
Also, in order to speed up the simulation, electrons drift in every simulation step
while holes drift in every multiple number of steps.
3.3.1 The Size of the Mesh
The size of the mesh was chosen based on a compromise between precision, re-
quired memory to store pre-calculated values, current computers processing speed,
and available time to calculate pre-calculate electric field values due to space charge.
Considering the time required to compute all pre-calculated electric field values, mem-
ory size available and precision, the size of the mesh was chosen to be 34.6 × 34.6
µm2, which is equivalent to ∼ 1/10th of the size of a charge cloud generated by a
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662 keV gamma-ray in CdZnTe. Using the selected mesh size, a 100 × 144 grid was
used to discretize the region around the axis of symmetry in the X- and Z-directions,
covering a central pixel and a neighbor pixel, as shown in Figure3.9.
Figure 3.9: Simulated axisymmetric region, showing the central bulk region and
boundary regions in different colors.
The simulated region was represented by 14400 voxels, which required ∼ 207×106
electric field values in the X-direction and ∼ 207 × 106 electric field values in the
Z-direction to be pre-calculated and stored in memory. Using this mesh size and
considering each value as a float number (4 bytes each), ∼ 3 GB of memory space
was required. In fact, only ∼ 1.5 GB of memory space was needed, since using the
axisymmetric model combined with the method of mirror charges, only 1/2 of the
total region, i.e., either below or above the mid-plane between cathode and anode,
needed to be pre-calculated to represent the entire region.
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3.3.2 Operating Field and Weighting Potential
Operating electric field and weighting potential for the two anode electrodes and
the cathode were calculated using the software Maxwell 3D, using the Finite Element
electromagnetic simulation package. Results for the calculated electric field are shown
in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Simulated operating electric field using the Maxwell 3D software.
In all simulation, it was considered that -1000 V bias voltage was applied to the
cathode electrode. Results showing the weighting potentials for the three electrodes
considered in this simulation are shown in Figure 3.11. These values were saved in files
and stored in the computer memory in the beginning of each simulation execution.
These values were needed to calculate the drift of charges and signals induced on
electrodes, He (2001), Ramo (1939), Rodrigues et al. (2009), Rodrigues and He (2010),
Kurokawa et al. (2003), Moon et al. (2004), Samedov (2007), Hamel and Julien (2008),
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Kreisler et al. (2008) and Ettenauer (2008). Due to the complexity of the pixelated
electrode design, no closed-form analytical solution can be found to the 3D system
of Equations 3.2-3.9, Kavadias et al. (1994), He (1995), Castoldi and Gatti (1996),
Castoldi et al. (1996), Valero et al. (1999), Bale et al. (2002) and Bale and Szeles
(2009).
Figure 3.11: Simulated weighting potential for three electrodes: pixel1, pixel2 and
cathode.
3.3.3 Space-Charge Field
Electric field due to a ring of charges around the axis of symmetry intercepting
the plane of symmetry at any position (i, j), for i = 1 . . . 100andj = 1 . . . 144, was
pre-calculated at every position (l,m), for l = 1 . . . 100andm = 1 . . . 144. Then, for
each position (i, j), the electric field in the X- and Z-directions were calculated for
all other positions (l,m). Figure 3.12 shows, as an example, results calculated for
two positions of the ring of charges, (i, j)=(10, 10) and (50, 72). In total, the values
of the electric field in the X- and Z-directions were calculated 14 400 times for 14
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400 different positions. This bigger task was sub-divided into smaller tasks due to
the excessive time needed to pre-calculate these field values. The smaller tasks, or
jobs, were submitted to several computers using the Center for Advanced Computing
(CAC) cluster Flux in the College of Engineering at the University of Michigan.
Figure 3.12: Space-charge electric field calculated in two distinct ring positions,
(i, j)=(10, 10) and (50, 72).
3.3.4 Charge Drift, Boundary Conditions and Signal Induction
Although a cross-section of the detector surface with 100× 144 meshes was mod-
eled, the actual simulated region of the detector considered a surface with ∼ 200×144
meshes. This was required to take into account all possible cases, for example when
a charge contained inside the 100 × 144 region drifts across the axis of symmetry.
The reason why it is necessary to consider both planes (with positive and negative
i indexes), is related with the fact that any charge Q in the 100 × 144 region can
potentially move to any other position in the positive and negative planes in a single
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step. Then, each mesh position (i, j) initially contained a charge Qi,j at time t, that
after a small step ∆t is drifted to another position according to the net electric field.
In this simulation, it is assumed that all the charge Qi,j contained in the original mesh
position drift according to the net electric field evaluated at the center of the original
mesh. It is assumed that the original charge Qi,j does not rotate while moving from
one position to the next. The step size ∆t used in these simulations was 5 ns. Smaller
step sizes required longer simulation time while larger steps were not sufficient to de-
scribe the physics of the problem due to lack of sampling points. In experiments, the
sampling rate used was 25 MHz, which corresponded to digitizing the signals induced
at every 40 ns. In order to speed up calculations, a sub-routine was implemented to
skip meshes that contained less charge Qi,j than a threshold value Qmin ≡ 1 eV.
The amount of charges trapped and detrapped in each step was calculated using
Equations 3.25-3.27,
Q
′
ehT = QehT (3.25)
QehT = Q
′
ehT +Qeh · (1− P(eh,T ))−Q
′
ehT · (1− P(eh,D)) (3.26)
Qeh = Qeh −Qeh · (1− P(eh,T )) +Q′ehT · (1− P(eh,D)) (3.27)
where,
QehT : e-h charge trapped in the mesh region at time t
Q
′
ehT : e-h auxiliary variable
Qeh: e-h charge in excess of equilibrium in the mesh region at time t
P(eh,T ): probability that an e-h charge gets trapped after time ∆t
P(eh,D): probability that an e-h charge gets de-trapped after time ∆t
Then, after calculating the balance between free and trapped carriers, free charge
Qeh(x, z) moves to a new position Qeh(x+ ∆x,z + ∆z) in ∆t. The values of ∆x,z were
calculated considering the value of the net electric field, as described by Equations
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3.28-3.29 and Figure 3.8,
∆x = (Exo+ Exe+ Exh+ ExeT + ExhT1 + ExhT2) · µeδt (3.28)
∆z = (Ezo+ Eze+ Ezh+ EzeT + EzhT1 + EzhT2) · µeδt (3.29)
where,
Ex,zo: operating electric field calculated at the center of the mesh in the x- and
z-directions
Ex,ze: electric field due to electrons in excess of equilibrium calculated at the
center of the mesh in the x- and z-directions
Ex,zh: electric field due to holes in excess of equilibrium calculated at the center
of the mesh in the x- and z-directions
Ex,zeT : electric field due to trapped electrons calculated at the center of the mesh
in the x- and z-directions
Ex,zhT1: electric field due to trapped holes at shallow defect levels calculated at
the center of the mesh in the x- and z-directions
Ex,zhT2: electric field due to trapped holes at deep defect levels calculated at the
center of the mesh in the x- and z-directions
The relative position of the center of the charge with respect to the center of the
mesh containing most of the charge was calculated as described in Figure 3.13. Values
and signs of dx and dz define four possible scenarios:
I) 0 ≤ dx, 0 ≤ dz: center of charge Q is somewhere in the 1st quadrant
II) dx < 0, 0 ≤ dz: center of charge Q is somewhere in the 2nd quadrant
III) dx < 0, dz < 0: center of charge Q is somewhere in the 3rd quadrant
IV) 0 ≤ dx, dz < 0: center of charge Q is somewhere in the 4th quadrant
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Figure 3.13 shows these four possible scenarios, where dx is the distance in the
X-direction from the center of the new mesh (point O) to the center of the charge Q
(point C) and dz is the defined in the same way, but in the Z-direction.
Figure 3.13: Four possible positions of the charge Q with respect to the center of the
mesh.
Using these two values and knowing the indexes (i, k) of the mesh which contain
the majority of the charge Q, the neighbor meshes sharing charge Q are determined.
Charge Q was sub-divided into charges q1, q2, q3 and q4, which represented the charges
in each of the four neighbor meshes, as described in Figure 3.14. These charges were
calculated considering electron and hole predicted diffusion coefficients De = 18.975
cm2/s and Dh = 1.265 cm
2/s, Knoll (2010). Notice that in this reference system,
the indexes (i, k) were fixed while the indexes of the neighbor meshes where Q was
re-distributed changed accordingly. The assumption was that charges q1, q2, q3 and q4
were uniformly re-distributed in their respective new meshes for each mesh position.
Then, repeating the same procedure for all 14 400 mesh positions, a new map of
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charges was re-defined after moving a small time step ∆t. Induced signals in all
electrodes considered, pixel1, pixel2 and cathode, were calculated in every step for
every charge, using the principle of superposition and applying the Shockley-Ramo
Theorem,Ramo (1939) .
Figure 3.14: Relative positions of charges q1, q2, q3 and q4 for all four possible positions
of the charge Q at (t+ dt) with respect to the center of the new mesh.
Figure 3.15 shows all 66 different positions for the charge Q with respect to the
center of the new mesh and boundary condition, as described in Figure 3.9. Since,
it would be repetitive to describe all 66 possible cases, only four cases highlighted in
Fig.3.15 are explained in more detail here: cases 10, 35, 44 and 50. All other 62 cases
can be easily explained by these four carefully chosen cases.
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Figure 3.15: Different positions for the charge Q in the simulated region in respect to
the center of the new mesh.
Position 10 :
Figure 3.16: Position 10 : In this position, the center of the charge Q is located in
the 4th quadrant of a mesh located in the bulk region of the detector,
but having a negative index i.
In this case, the center of the charge Q was located in the 4th quadrant of a mesh
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located in the bulk region of the detector, but having a negative index i due to an
arbitrary drift from any position inside the simulated region of 100 × 144 pixels, as
described in Figure 3.16. First, the indexes of the mesh containing the center of the
charge Q were calculated, (i, k). Then, charges q1, q2, q3 and q4 were transferred to
their respective mirror positions, back into the region with positive index i. Then,
the Shockley-Ramo Theorem was applied to calculate induced signals by each charge
qi, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, by measuring the difference in the weighting potential between
the original position of the charge Q and each final position of charges qi.
Position 35 :
Figure 3.17: Position 35 : In this position, the center of the charge Q is located in the
3rd quadrant of a mesh located in the vicinity of the axis of symmetry,
but having an index i = 0.
In this case, the center of the charge Q was located in the 3rd quadrant of a
mesh located in the vicinity of the axis of symmetry, but having an index i = 0
due to an arbitrary drift from any position inside the simulated region of 100 × 144
pixels, as described in Figure 3.17. First, the indexes of the mesh containing the
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center of the charge Q were calculated, (i, k). Then, charge q2 was transferred to
its respective mirror position in the positive plane, back into the simulated region,
while charges q3 and q4 were removed from the simulation, since they were collected
by the cathode electrode. Note that this approach is generic and can be applied to
either electrons or holes, although it would be wrong to consider that negative charges
could be collected by the cathode. Then, the Shockley-Ramo Theorem was applied
to calculate the induced signals by each charge qi, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, by measuring the
difference in the weighting potential between the original position of the charge Q
and each final position of charges qi. For charges q3 and q4, the weighting potential
at their final positions was considered to be equal to 1 for the cathode electrode and
0 for all other electrodes.
Position 44 :
In this position, the center of the charge Q was located in the 1st quadrant of
a mesh located under the anode electrode, inside the simulated region of 100 × 144
pixels, as described in Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18: Position 44 : In this position, the center of the charge Q is located in
the 1st quadrant of a mesh located under the anode electrode, inside the
simulated region.
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First, the indexes of the mesh containing the center of the charge Q were calcu-
lated, (i, k). Then, charges q3 and q4 were removed from the simulation, since they
were collected by the anode electrode. Note that this approach was generic and could
be applied to either electrons or holes, although it would be wrong to consider that
positive charges could be collected by the anode. Then, the Shockley-Ramo Theorem
was applied to calculate the induced signals by each charge qi, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, by
measuring the difference in the weighting potential between the original position of
the charge Q and each final position of charges qi. For charges q1 and q2, the weight-
ing potential at their final position was considered to be equal to 1 for the collecting
anode electrode and 0 for all other electrodes.
Position 50 :
In this position, the center of the charge Q was located in the 2nd quadrant of a
mesh located in the gap between two anode electrodes beneath the anode surface and
inside the simulated region of 100× 144 pixels, as described in Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19: Position 50 : In this position, the center of the charge Q is located in the
2nd quadrant of a pixel located in the gap between two anode electrodes
beneath the anode surface and inside the simulated region.
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First, the indexes of the mesh containing the center of the charge Q were calcu-
lated, (i, k). Then, charges q1 and q2 were transferred to the mesh underneath then,
since it was assumed that these charges could not be collected at this position, then
q1 was added to q4 while q2 was added to q3. Then, the Shockley-Ramo Theorem was
applied to calculate the induced signals by each charge qi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4,by measuring
the difference in the weighting potential between the original position of the charge
Q and each final position of charges qi. For charges q1 and q4, the same weighting
potential was applied. The same idea worked for charges q2 and q3, measuring the
difference in the weighting potential between the original position of the charge Q
and each final position of charges q3 and q4.
3.4 Simulation Verification
Before using this tool in high-flux simulations, some preliminary results at low-
flux were simulated, in order to verify that the results obtained in simulations at low
flux agree with expected results. Table 3.3 summarizes some properties used in terms
of simulated operating conditions as well as some material properties considered.
Property Value
Detector Geometry 20× 20× 5 mm3
Cathode Bias −1000 V
Electron Mobility µe 750 cm
2/V/s
Hole Mobility µh 20 cm
2/V/s
Table 3.3: Properties used to simulate the detector and the operating conditions in
the high-flux experiments.
The first simulated result considers a perfect material with no bulk defects, as
shown in Figure 3.20. In this simulation only signals induced by the electrons were
considered, injecting a 662 keV equivalent cloud of electrons at 354µm away from the
axis of symmetry and very close to the cathode surface.
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Figure 3.20: Electrons-only induced signals on pixel1, pixel2 and Cathode electrodes.
On the left, map of free electrons in excess of equilibrium mape is shown
superposing three different cloud positions: at the start position t = 0
and two other positions at t = 100 and 260 ns. On the right, the simu-
lated induced signal is plotted for pixel1, -pixel2 and -cathode electrodes.
Using the properties listed in Table 3.3, it was predicted an electron drift time
dte ≈ 300 ns, which was in good agreement with the simulated result shown in Figure
3.20.
The second simulated result considered the same perfect material simulated for
electrons, but now holes-only induced signals were simulated by injecting a 662 keV
equivalent cloud of holes at 354µm from the axis of symmetry and very close to the
anode surface, as shown in Figure 3.21. Using the properties listed in Table 3.3, it
was predicted a hole drift time dth ≈ 12.5 µs, which was in good agreement with the
simulated result shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Holes-only induced signals on pixel1, pixel2 and Cathode electrodes. On
the left, map of free holes in excess of equilibrium (maph) is shown
superposing three different cloud positions: at t = 0.5, 4 and 8 µs. On
the right, the simulated induced signal is plotted for pixel1, -pixel2 and
-cathode electrodes.
Although signals shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.21 were in good agreement with
expected results, they represented a perfect material. In reality, as already mentioned,
the material has many defects. Then, it was also necessary to verify the agreement
between signals simulated using the measured defects in the CdZnTe detectors used in
our high-flux experiments. These measurements are shown in more detail in Chapter
IV, where a better explanation is given for considering in the model one defect level
for electrons and two defect levels for holes.
Average electron and hole trapping times τe,h were also important parameters
required in the simulations. Figure 3.22 shows simulated holes-only induced signals,
considering a fixed average hole trapping time τh = 250 ns and variable average
hole-detrapping times τhD = 10 . . . 750 µs.
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Figure 3.22: Simulated holes-only induced signals using average hole trapping time
τh = 250 ns and variable average hole-detrapping time τhD = 10 . . . 750
µs.
In these results, the detector was assumed to have a hole mobility µh = 80
cm2/V/s. The ratios between the amplitudes of these simulated signals consider-
ing the average trapping time τh = 250 ns and average detrapping time varying from
τhD = 10 . . . 750 µs were used to verify these simulated results. In extreme situations,
where all charges trapped are not released, the amplitude of the induced signal is
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determined by the average trapping time.
3.5 Analysis of Developed Simulation Tool
In Section 3.1, a simple model of the experimental apparatus was implemented.
In this model, eight objects were considered, as described in Table 3.1. Monte-
Carlo simulations of the experiment apparatus were combined with measured data at
different fluxes to calculate the relationship between incident flux Φ at the surface of
the detector and the average time between interactions t¯. In future studies, a X-ray
source needs to be implemented and modeled in simulations, Sidky et al. (2005a).
Also, phantoms similar to the ones used in medical imaging, Gach et al. (2008), but
using different material compositions specific for the application described in Chapter
I are required in future studies. Results shown in Table 3.2 were used to calculate the
constant of proportionality C used in Equation 3.1, considering fluxes Φ < 45 000
photons/pixel/s.
Reasons for the non-proportionality found at higher fluxes, represented by devi-
ations from calculated values of C at lower fluxes, are not well understood. These
differences may be attributed to several approximation and errors during the process
of measuring and estimating the value of C, such as:
a) Unknown/incorrect Cs-137 source distribution
b) Unknown/incorrect source shield materials and dimensions
c) Imprecise/incorrect alignment between source, collimator and detector
d) Effects of surrounding materials not correctly modeled in Monte-Carlo simula-
tions
e) Pile-up of events in the data acquisition system
f) Detector energy response not modeled
In Section 3.2 the system described by Equations 3.2-3.9 solved the charge con-
tinuity equations in a homogeneous material having uniform distribution of defects.
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The number of defects per unit volume was assumed to be larger than the num-
ber of charge carriers trapped per unit volume. Defect levels were treated as traps,
being populated and depopulated by charge carriers according to statistical mod-
els predicted by Equations 3.2-3.6, where the amount of charges being trapped or
de-trapped in any mesh was given by the average trapping and de-trapping times
modeled. Recombination between electrons and holes at different energy levels play
an important role in reducing the amount of positive space charge build up in the de-
tector volume in high-flux irradiation as a function of time. This important effect was
not included in this work and should be investigated in the future. The effect of hav-
ing different contact materials and operating the detector at different temperatures
should be studied in future work.
In Sec.3.2.1, reasons that motivated the change from the Point-Cloud Model to
the 3D-Axisymmetric Model were explained. In order to consider the effect of the
electrodes, the mirror image method described in Section 3.2.2 was used to calculated
the space charge electric field. The implementation of the 3D-Axisymmetric Model
described in Sec.3.3 considered a small region of the detector volume. In future
studies, the simulated detector volume needs to be expanded, including more neighbor
pixels. Future studies will require additional parallel processing capabilities, since it
is expected that future models will have more trapping centers and other physical
processes included in the modeling.
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CHAPTER IV
Material Properties
In order to apply the simulation tool described in Chapter III, transport prop-
erties of electrons and holes needed in the simulations were carefully measured. It
is well known that operating these detectors under high-flux irradiation (∼ 1 × 108
photons/cm2/s), positive space charge build up as a function of irradiation time,
mainly due to poor hole transport properties, commonly known as the polarization
effect, Bale et al. (2008), Bale and Szeles (2008) and Rodrigues and He (2011). Since
holes limit the performance of these devices under high-flux irradiation, this chapter
focuses on determining transport properties of holes rather than electrons. A sys-
tematic approach was used to measure the charge transport properties of CdZnTe
detectors, such as electron and hole average trapping (τe,h) and de-trapping (τeD,hD)
times. Although, it is well documented that CdZnTe has multiple electron and hole
defect levels, Hermon et al. (2001), Hermon et al. (1999) and Schieber et al. (2001), in
this work only one electron defect level and two hole defect levels were considered. In
Section 4.3, a critical analysis of the measurements presented in this chapter suggests
that adding a third trapping center could improve the matching between simulated
and measured results in high-flux operating conditions.
Compensation techniques used to increase the resistivity of CdZnTe detectors,
which are known to be plagued by shallow defect levels, introduce deep defect levels
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in the material, Dieguez (2011). These defects act as trapping centers, trapping free
charge carriers for longer times, degrading the performance of these devices when
operated under high-flux scenarios, Zanio et al. (1968). Characterization of shal-
low and deep trapping centers in the detectors used in the high-flux experiments is
required to correctly simulate and understand the causes of the polarization effect.
This was accomplished by detailed analysis of measured induced signals irradiating
the detectors with γ-rays, α-particles and Kα X-rays, on the cathode surface and on
the sides, through the protective paint, Rodrigues and He (2011). Holes-only induced
signals were obtained by removing the electron contribution in the measured signals
and charge transport properties were calculated using simulated induced signals.
4.1 Theory and Models
In order to avoid confusion due to the fact that CdZnTe is considered to be an
intrinsic semiconductor, the convention adopted in this work is to refer as normal bias
when applying negative high-voltage to the large electrode, while reverse bias when
applying a positive high-voltage to the same electrode. Normally, these detectors are
manufactured to operate with the large electrode at negative bias voltage, applying
a blocking contact to reduce the leakage current in this configuration.
At first, charge transport properties of CdZnTe were calculated by measuring
cathode signals induced by electrons and holes irradiating the lateral surface of these
detectors with Am-241 α-particles (Eα = 5.486 MeV (85.2%) and 5.443 MeV (12.8%),
as described in Section 4.2.1, while operating the detectors at normal bias. Then,
a different method measured directly holes-only induced signals by irradiating the
cathode surface of the detectors with Kα X-rays produced by short pulsed lasers
incident on a Molybdenum Mo target, Hou et al. (2008), Seely et al. (2007) and
Rousse et al. (1994), while operating these detectors at reverse bias, as described in
Section 4.2.2. Similar techniques were used in both methods, while the advantage
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of using the second method, measuring the Kα X-rays produced by short pulsed
lasers, was the reduction in the number of steps needed to measure holes-only induced
signals and the absence of surface effects due to deeper penetration of Kα X-rays in
comparison with α-particles.
4.1.1 Statistical Model of Charge Induction
The technique presented in this chapter consists of measuring the ratios between
electrons-only and holes-only induced signals to calculate the average hole trapping
time τh based on statistical models, i.e., the well known Hecht equation, Hecht (1932),
Shah et al. (1990), Nemirovsky et al. (1996), Nemirovsky (1999) and Ifraimov et al.
(2002). Direct comparison between measured and simulated holes-only induced sig-
nals were used to calculate average hole de-trapping times τdh, Blakney and Grunwald
(1967), Zanio et al. (1968), Juska et al. (1969), Jung et al. (1999) and Prokesch et al.
(2010). The method presented here can be extended to other semiconductor de-
tectors. Results obtained using this method were used in our simulations to study
the limits of operation of CdZnTe detectors under high-flux irradiation, presented in
Chapter V.
Some properties of commercially available CdZnTe detectors used in this chapter
are presented in Table 4.1. In order to reduce charge loss due to charge trapping
Property Value
Band-gap (eV) ∼ 1.6
Bulk resistivity Ω·cm ∼ 1010
Electron mobility (cm2/V/s) ∼ 750
Hole mobility (cm2/V/s) ∼ 20
Electron lifetime (µs) ∼ 6
Table 4.1: Electrical transport properties of considered in this work, representing re-
sults measured in laboratory for commercially available CdZnTe detectors.
and recombination, it is desirable to operate these detectors at the largest possible
cathode bias voltage. However, the operating voltage is limited by leakage current
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and other factors when high voltages are applied to the cathode electrode. In order
to reduce bulk leakage current in good quality spectroscopic grade CdZnTe detectors,
materials with high resistivity are required. Resistivity greater than 1010 Ω-cm is
commonly found in commercially available CdZnTe detectors through the introduc-
tion of a relatively large concentration of deep trapping centers, which partially ionize
and pin the Fermi level near the middle of the band gap, Lee et al. (1999), Adamiak
(2003), Babentsov et al. (2007), Prokesch and Szeles (2006) and Dieguez (2011). This
technique, known as compensation, is an effective method to increase the resistivity
of large band-gap semiconductor detectors plagued by shallow defect levels, such as
CdZnTe, Dieguez (2011).
However, the same deep trapping centers that increase the resistivity of these de-
tectors introduce defects in the material, Dieguez (2011). This is more pronounced
when operating under high-flux irradiation and using higher energy photon sources
(E > 100 keV). In these operating conditions, photons interact deeper into the crys-
tal, creating electron and hole e-h pairs. Then, due to poor hole transport properties,
positive charges accumulate in these trapping centers as a function of irradiation
time, limiting the performance of these devices under high-flux irradiation. In order
to achieve higher fluxes, a fine balance between compensation and charge transport
properties is required. Changing this balance can potentially improve the perfor-
mance of these detectors under high-flux irradiation, however significant changes in
signal induction are expected. Thus, current techniques used in 3D-position-sensitive
CdZnTe detectors to improve their spectroscopic performance, such as cathode-to-
anode ratio (CAR) and time-of-flight measurements, Zhang et al. (2004) and Zhang
et al. (2005), are expected to be different when applied to future high-flux grade
CdZnTe detectors.
The theory used to calculate charge transport properties in CdZnTe detectors is
based on a statistical model of charge collection efficiency, Ruzin and Nemirovsky
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(1997a) and Ruzin and Nemirovsky (1997b), combined with the model of combined
signal induction from electrons and holes described here. Results presented here have
been used to measure carrier mobilities µe and µh, average trapping times τe and τh
and average detrapping times τeD, τhD1 and τhD2 in CdZnTe detectors.
Pixelated 3D-position-sensing CdZnTe detectors are normally considered as single-
polarity charge sensing devices, He (2001), but in reality signals are induced by
the drift of electrons and holes. As long as both charge carriers drift, currents are
induced on electrodes and their values can be estimated applying the Shockley-Ramo
Theorem, which states that the instantaneous current can be evaluated by Equation
4.1,
i(t) = q · ~v · E0 (4.1)
where ~v is the velocity of the charge carrier q at (xt, t) and E0 is the weighting electric
field. Considering only induced signals at the cathode electrode and irradiating the
detector with α-particles on the side of the detector, through the protective paint
existing on these devices, as described in Fig.4.1, the weighting electric field is given
by E0 = −1/L.
Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the 1D system of reference used when α-particles inter-
act at position xi.
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Currents induced by the drift of electrons and holes were calculated using Equation
4.1. These signals were considered to be integrated in the external circuit. Electrons
and holes generated by an α-particle at position (xi,t) induce a signal with amplitude
determined by the each carrier transport properties. The total charge induced by
each carrier Qe,h was calculated integrating Equation 4.1, from the initial position xi
until complete charge collection at their respective collecting electrodes, as described
in Equation 4.2,
Qe,h =
te,h∫
0
ie,h(t)dt = −te,h · qe,h · µe,h · E
L
(4.2)
where,
te,h: electron and hole collection time
ie,h: current induced by the drift of electrons and holes
qe,h: charge of each carrier at position x and time t
E: electric field
L: detector thickness
A statistical model considering electron and hole trapping, Ruzin and Nemirovsky
(1997b), is shortly described here. This model considers the geometry of the detector
with the reference system shown in Figure 4.1, and can be used to estimate individ-
ual amplitudes of electrons-only and holes-only induced signals when an α-particle
interacts at position xi. Free electron and hole lifetime probability density functions
consider a finite detector geometry, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Electrons and holes probability density functions when α-particles inter-
act at depth of interaction xi.
These probability density functions are used to calculate the average electron and
hole trapping times, as described in Equation 4.3.
〈te〉 = τe[1− e
−(L−xi)
λe ], 〈th〉 = τh(1− e
−xi
λh ) (4.3)
where,
λe = µeEτe: average electron drift length in an infinite semiconductor
λh = µhEτh: average hole drift length in an infinite semiconductor
Considering the result described by Equation 4.3, the expected amplitude of the signal
measured by the external preamplifier circuit due to a single e-h pair generated at
position xi can be calculated, as described in Equation 4.4.
〈Qe(xi)〉 = qλe
L
[1− e−(L−xi)λe ], 〈Qh(xi)〉 = qλh
L
[1− e
−xi
λh ] (4.4)
The total signal amplitude measured by the external circuit, following the gener-
ation of N0 e-h pairs at position xi, is estimated using the principle of superposition,
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as described in Equation 4.5.
〈Q(xi)〉 = N0q
L
[λe(1− e
−(L−xi)
λe ) + λh(1− e
−xi
λh )] (4.5)
This is the well-known Hecht equation, which describes the average signal amplitude
when an interaction occurs at coordinate xi, considering only trapping effects for both
charge carriers. Assuming that the average electron trapping time is known, one can
estimate the average hole trapping time τh by comparing measured ratios between
electrons-only and holes-only induced signals Qe(xi)/Qh(xi) with values predicted by
Equation 4.6.
〈Qe(xi)〉
〈Qh(xi)〉 =
λe(1− e
−(L−xi)
λe )
λh(1− e
−xi
λh )
(4.6)
Figure 4.3 shows results calculated using Equation 4.6 plotted in a) for different
values of hole mobility µh = 80, 40 and 20 cm
2/V/s and in b) for different values of
interaction positions xi = 3, 3.5 and 4 mm. Since the average electron trapping time
τe is longer than the electron drift time, these plots are not sensitive to small changes
in the value of τe. Then, considering known electric field E, these results can be used
to determine the value of the average hole trapping time based on the ratio Qe/Qh.
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Figure 4.3: Qe/Qh plotted as a function of average hole trapping time τh, considering:
a) different values of hole mobility µh = 80, 40 and 20 cm
2/V/s, and b)
different values of interaction positions xi = 3, 3.5 and 4 mm.
It can be observed in Figure 4.3 that uncertainties in µh and xi introduce errors
in the measurement of τh.
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4.1.2 Modeling Electrons- and Holes-Only Induced Signals
In order to use the statistical model discussed in Section 4.1.1, it was necessary
to measure for the same α-particle interaction the amplitudes of signals induced
by electrons-only and holes-only for a known xi depth of interaction. Although,
it is relatively easy to measure electrons-only induced by α-particles incident on the
cathode electrode while operating the detector at normal bias, the same does not apply
for holes. Holes-only induced signals by α-particles incident on the anode surface
can not be measured, since these detectors arrive with the printed circuit board
pre-attached to the anode surface, obstructing the α-particles. It is only possible
to measure holes-only induced signals by reversing the polarity of the high-voltage
applied to the cathode electrode while irradiating the cathode surface with α-particles.
Technically, the planar electrode becomes the anode of the device when applying
positive rather than negative high-voltage to it, but in this work it is chosen to
say that the cathode is reversed biased. This approach is not feasible in most of
the detectors, since operating them at reverse bias increases the leakage current and
the low-frequency noise disturbs the cathode baseline and hinders any α-particle
measurement of holes-only induced signals. These low-frequency noise signals were
highly correlated with the signals induced by holes in frequency and amplitude, being
extremely difficult to distinguish them from real α-particle induced signals. One
proposed solution is to irradiate the side of the detector with α-particles through the
protective paint at a known interaction positions xi, measured either by Cathode-to-
Anode (CAR) ratio or time of flight techniques. Using this approach, induced signal
on the anode electrode, mostly due to electrons drifting towards the anode, trigger
the system while cathode induced signals are recorded for electrons and holes drifting.
Electrons-only and holes-only induced signals are deconvolved from measured signals
using the sequence of steps shown here.
First, we need to describe the model of signal induction and the assumptions
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considered using this approach. In our measurements, an average electron trapping
time τe = 6 µs and an electron mobility µe = 750 cm
2/V/s were measured. These
values correspond to an electron drift-time (from cathode to anode) ∼ 400 ns at -1000
V cathode bias. Due to poor hole transport properties, corresponding to an average
hole trapping time τh<τe, hole drift-time (from anode to cathode) ∼ 400 ns were
expected. Also, few electrons were trapped before reaching the anode surface, due to
their large mobility-lifetime product µeτe, while holes were completely trapped, most
of the time before reaching the cathode surface, due to their low mobility-lifetime
product µhτh. Then, using these assumptions, a combined model of signal induction
for α-particles interacting on the side of the detector at position xi is proposed, as
described in Figure 4.4. In this model, individual contributions to the measured signal
due to electrons and holes drifting is sub-divided into four regions:
a) Free electrons drifting from t0 to t1
b) Free holes drifting from t0 to t3
c) Trapping and de-trapping of electrons from t1 to t2
d) Trapping and de-trapping of holes from t3 to t4
Upper bounds for electrons-only and holes-only induced signals due to trapping and
de-trapping mechanisms were estimated using Equation 4.7.
〈Qed(xi)〉max = N0 · q
L
λee
−(L−xi)
λe , 〈Qhd(xi)〉max = N0 · q
L
λhe
−xi
λh (4.7)
In Figure 4.4, considering the signal induced by electrons-only, the time interval
t0t1 = (L − xi)/µeE was estimated considering known electron mobility µe, applied
electric field E, detector geometry L and interaction position xi. Since the average
electron drift length λe is much larger than the thickness of the detector L (∼10×
larger), full charge collection of electrons is expected. The amplitude of electrons-only
induced signals is estimated using results given by the charge collection efficiency
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model Qe(xi), described in the numerator of Equation 4.6. Considering holes-only
induced signals, the time interval t0t3 as well as the amplitude of the signal are
estimated using the same criteria, although caution is needed when using this model
due to much smaller average hole drift length λh. It is expected that holes-only
induced signals initially rise linearly due to drift of free holes in excess of equilibrium
followed by a curvilinear portion due to trapping and de-trapping mechanisms, making
it more challenging to distinguish them. Amplitude predictions given by Equation
4.7 are used to help measurements of holes-only induced signal amplitudes. The
amplitude of the signal Qh(xi) at t3 is estimated using the charge collection efficiency
model, as described by the denominator of Equation 4.6. Note that measuring the
time interval t0t4 and the amplitude Ht4 , due to the slow rise of the signals and the
Figure 4.4: Model of combined signal induced by electrons and holes when an α-
particle interacts at position xi=L/2, where t0 is the interaction time, t1
is the time when all free electrons reach the anode, t2 is the time when all
electrons in excess of equilibrium are collected by the anode by trapping-
detrapping mechanism, t3 is the time when all free holes drift inside the
material (they do not reach the cathode) and t4 is the time when all holes
in excess of equilibrium are collected by trapping-detrapping mechanism.
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decay of the feedback circuit of the preamplifier as well as other sources of noise
present in the system, is more challenging.
4.1.3 Measuring Electrons-Only and Holes-Only Induced Signals
Induced signals from electrons-only were measured by irradiating the cathode sur-
face of these detector with α-particles. In this configuration, the contribution to the
amplitude of these signals due to holes is negligible (∼4/1000th of the total induced
signal amplitude), since the average interaction length of α-particles in CdZnTe is
only ∼ 20 µm. These signals are used to calculate electron mobility µe, bulk electric
field E and the total time it takes for electrons to drift from the cathode to the anode
surface tde = L/µeE of the detector. In principle, it is possible to measure holes-only
induced signals by subtracting electrons-only induced signals from electrons-and-holes
combined induced signals. Signals induced by electrons-and-holes combined are mea-
sured irradiating the side of the detectors through the protective paint, as shown in
Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Original electrons-only induced signal measured when α-particles interact
close to the cathode surface and trimmed electrons-only signal for an
interaction position xi.
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The relative contribution of electrons and holes to these signals changes as a func-
tion of interaction depth. In order to calculate the equivalent electrons-only induced
signal at position xi, the measured induced signal with α-particles at the cathode sur-
face needs to be trimmed accordingly. In this process, drift-time techniques are used
to determine the depth of interaction. Then, irradiating the detectors with a colli-
mated α-source positioned on the side, as described by Figure 4.6, induced signals due
to the drift of electrons-and-holes are measured. Most of the electrons are collected
by the common grid electrode while holes are collected by the cathode electrode.
Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus showing the initial po-
sition of the cloud xi, the collecting electrode for electrons - the common
grid electrode -, and the collecting electrode for holes - the cathode.
This entire process is realized in six steps, as described below:
a) First, align the measured induced signal by electrons-only with the signal in-
duced by electrons-and-holes at the same starting time, as shown in Figure 4.7,
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Figure 4.7: Normalized cathode-side induced signal by electrons-only (blue) and lat-
eral side irradiation induced signal by electrons and holes (red) when
interaction happens at position xi.
b) Then, measure the drift time of the signal induced by electrons-and-holes (red
signal) and use this calculated drift time to calculate the position where the electrons-
only signal (blue signal) needs to be trimmed to have an equivalent electrons-only
signal at depth of interaction xi, as shown in Figure 4.8,
Figure 4.8: Measured drift time of side irradiated signal (red) induced by electrons
and holes when an α-particle interacts at depth xi.
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c) Then, trim the electrons-only induced signal (blue signal) at the previous cal-
culated drift-time, in order to have an equivalent electrons-only signal at depth of
interaction xi, as shown in Figure 4.9,
Figure 4.9: Measured drift time of side irradiated signal (red) induced by electrons
and holes, and start and end positions of equivalent electrons-only induced
signal (blue). Note that the new signal is trimmed from right to left, and
the drift time is used to calculate the new starting position.
d) Then, adjust the new electrons-only induced signal (blue signal) to match the
same amplitude of the electrons and holes induced signal (red signal), as shown in
Figure 4.10,
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Figure 4.10: Scaled electrons-only induced signal (blue) matching the amplitude of
the electrons and holes induced signal (red).
e) Then, subtract both signals to extract the holes-only induced signals, as shown
in Figure 4.11. Note that the amplitude of the signal in the beginning needs to be
corrected using the model described in Figure 4.4,
Figure 4.11: Deconvolved cathode induced signals by holes-only before (red) and after
(blue) corrections. Linear fitting was used to correct the beginning of
the signal, considering the model described in Fig.4.4.
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f) The final step is to subtract the holes-only induced signal previously calculated
from the original electrons-and-holes induced signal, as shown in Figure 4.12,
Figure 4.12: Electrons-only and holes-only induced signals deconvolved from mea-
sured signals.
Then, applying these steps to all measured signals, electrons-only and holes-only
induced signals are calculated. Note that using this method, the decay due to the
RC feedback circuit of the preamplifier is not removed, as shown in the electrons-only
signal in Figure 4.12.
4.1.4 Compensating the RC Preamplifier Decay
The method described in Section 4.1.3 used to calculate holes-only signals did
not need to remove the effect of the pre-amplifier decay, since this was kept in the
deconvolved electrons-only induced signal. Holes-only induced signals were directly
measured irradiating the cathode surface of these detectors with Kα X-rays produced
by short pulsed lasers incident on a molybdenum target while operating these detec-
tors at reverse bias. In order to remove the decay due to the preamplifier RC feedback
circuit, it is required to measure the preamplifier response to a step function. In the
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absence of a step function, the preamplifier response was approximated using the
decay portion of the electrons-only induced signals measured when irradiating the
cathode surface of the detector with α-particles, while operating the detectors at nor-
mal bias. Using a pulse generator would introduce systematic errors, since negative
currents would be injected in the circuit during the fall of the pulse.
Holes-only induced signals are measured at fixed time intervals s1+s2+s3+. . .+si,
for i = 1 . . . n, where n was the total number of samples measured. Knowing the
response function of the pre-amplifier r1 + r2 + r3 + . . .+ ri, the compensated signal
h1 + h2 + h3 + . . .+ hi is calculated according to Equation 4.8,
s1
s2
s3
s4
...
si

=

h1 0 0 0 . . . 0
h2 h1 0 0 . . . 0
h3 h2 h1 0 . . . 0
h4 h3 h2 h1 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
hn hn−1 hn−2 hn−3 . . . h1

×

r1
r2
r3
r4
...
ri

(4.8)
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Figure 4.13: Holes-only measured by irradiating the cathode surface of these detectors
with Kα X-rays produced by short laser pulses incident on a Molybde-
num Mo target while operating these detectors at reverse bias, before
and after pre-amplifier RC decay correction.
Figure 4.13 shows the original and corrected signals after the corrections given by
Equation 4.8. Note that the system doesn’t need to be inverted to find the values of
h1 + h2 + h3 + . . .+ hi, since they can be easily determined in sequence.
4.2 Measurements
Holes-only induced signals were measured and hole transport properties of CdZnTe
were calculated using two independent methods: using α-particles and Kα X-rays,
according to the procedures described in Section 4.1. In these measurements, av-
erage hole trapping time τh and average hole detrapping times τhD1 and τhD2 were
calculated.
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4.2.1 Using Am-241 α-Particles
In these experiments, 5 mm thick CdZnTe detectors were irradiated using a 1 µCi
Am-241 α-source (Eα = 5.486 MeV (85.2%) and 5.443 MeV (12.8%). The α-source
was positioned close to the cathode surface and on the sides of the detectors, as
described in Figure 4.14,
Figure 4.14: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus, showing the posi-
tion of the semiconductor detector relative to the Am-241 α-source and
collimator in both positions: Cathode-Side Irradiation and Lateral Irra-
diation.
Induced signals were measured using eV-509x preamplifiers connected to a GaGe
Octopus 14-bit digitizer. Electrons-only induced signals were measured by placing
the α-source close to the cathode surface. A collimator was used to measure these
signals, as described in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.15 shows an Am-241 α-spectrum, Eα = 5.486 MeV (85.2%), measured
using this experimental setup. In these measurement, the data acquisition system
was triggered by the anode (red) induced signals.
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Figure 4.15: Anode pixel and cathode-induced signals when irradiating the cathode
surface with Am-241 α-particles Eα = 5.486 MeV (85.2%). The variation
in amplitude for anode pixel induced signals is due to charge sharing
events. Cathode-induced signals were used to calculate the α spectrum
shown.
The spectrum was calculated considering cathode induced signals, while anode
induced signals were used to trigger the digital acquisition system. The sampling
frequency used was 125 MHz, which corresponds to sampling points every 8 ns. The
larger amplitude variation of anode induced signals shown in Figure 4.15 is mostly due
to charge sharing events Figure 4.16 shows the normalized averaged cathode induced
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signals, i.e., the blue signals in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.16: Averaged and normalized measured cathode-induced signal, irradiating
the detector from the cathode-side.
The cathode induced signal shown in Figure 4.16 was used to determine electron
transport properties, as shown in Figure 4.17. Figure 4.17 shows two distinct regions
of electron drift velocity measured. The region close to the cathode surface with faster
electron drift velocity is attributed to either a stronger electric field or less impurities.
The region close to the anode surface with a slower drift velocity is attributed to either
a weaker electric field or more defects in the material. Similar problems have been
observed in other detectors manufactured by Redlen, indicating that this may be
related with their fabrication process. Although it is assumed in this section that
the field changes as a function of the position of the cloud, the presence of shallow
trapping centers would also change the effective mobility of the charges. The values of
the field in each region are calculated making the assumption that the field is uniform
in each region and the electron mobility µe is constant, as described by Equation 4.9,
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Figure 4.17: Normalized and averaged cathode-induced signal, showing two regions of
electric field: stronger closer to the cathode surface (Ecathode) and weaker
in the bulk region (Ebulk). The measured total electron drift time was
410 ns.

0.175× Ecathode + 0.325× Ebulk = 1000
Ecathode = 1.16× Ebulk
(4.9)
where, the calculated values of Ecathode and Ebulk were respectively 1894 and 2197
V·cm−1. Thus, the calculated effective mobility of electrons was µe = 734 cm2·V−1·s−1.
This calculated value was smaller than the expected electron mobility µe = 1000
cm2·V−1·s−1. This discrepancy is most likely to be caused by larger concentration
of shallow defects close to the cathode surface. Another possible explanation for
the non-uniform electric field observed in these detectors is the annealing treatment
used by Redlen, which could introduce Te inclusions in the detector volume, creating
shallow trapping centers in the material.
In order to acquire cathode induced signals from electrons-and-holes, signals were
measured irradiating the sides of the detectors through the protective paint, as shown
in Figure 4.14. The data acquisition system was triggered by signals induced by
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electrons on the anode pixel. These α-particle interactions occurred close to the
lateral surface of the detector, initially creating electron and hole pairs. Electrons
drifted towards the anode and were mostly collected by the common-grid electrode,
inducing a transient signal on the anode pixel electrode. Holes drifted towards the
cathode and were collected by the cathode electrode, as shown in Figure 4.6.
The amplitude of the waveform induced on the anode pixel varied as a function
of interaction depth xi. This transient signal was also used to calculate the depth of
interaction using time-of-flight measurements, as shown in Figure 4.18. The initial
time is determined by either measuring the time when either A or A occurs, where
A is measured post-processing the anode pixel induced signal and A′ is measured
post-processing the cathode induced signal. The time when the electrons are col-
lected by the common grid electrode is determined by measuring when either C or C
occurs, where C is measured post-processing the anode pixel induced signal and C ′
is measured post-processing the cathode induced signal. The best estimator for the
drift time was chosen as the one that minimized the uncertainties in the measured
parameters.
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Figure 4.18: Anode transient signal induced on the anode pixel (blue signal) due to
electrons being collected by the steering grid and cathode induced signal
(red signal), showing the measured positions A, A’, B, C and C’.
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Figure 4.19: Histograms of measured drift time of electrons for three collimator po-
sitions xi: positions 1, 2 and 3. Note that drift time close to 0 represent
anode-side events, while drift times close to 410 ns represent cathode-side
events.
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The interaction time was estimated using the cathode induced signal A′ while
the collecting time was estimated using the anode pixel induced signal C. In these
measurements, the α-source collimator was placed in three different positions and the
calculated drift times were plotted in Figure 4.19.
Figure 4.20: Averaged and normalized induced signals for position 1 as a function of
calculated drift time.
Averaged and normalized induced signals for experiment position 1 were plotted
in Figure 4.20 as a function of calculated drift time. Note that shorter drift times
represent events closer to the anode. Plotted induced signals in Figure 4.20 were
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normalized at peaking amplitudes measured between times 1500 < t < 4000 units. It
can be clearly seen the reduction in the relative amplitude of the electron component
with respect to the hole component as a function of decreasing drift time. Also, the
decay portion of these signals for time t> 3000 units did not change as a function of
drift time. This was expected since for time t> 3000 units, only holes were expected
to be inducing signals by trapping-detrapping mechanism.
The procedure described in Section 4.1.3 was used to deconvolve electrons-only
and holes-only induced signals from measured signals. Results obtained are shown in
Figure 4.21. Note that electrons-only induced signals maintain the preamplifier decay
due to the feedback RC circuit. Adding electrons-only (blue signal) to holes-only (red
signal) signals results in the combined signal (black signal) in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.21: Deconvolved electrons-only and holes-only induced signals as a function
of time when α-particles interact at the side of the detector.
Electrons-only and holes-only induced signal shown in Figure 4.22 were used to
calculate electron and hole mobilities and average hole trapping time τh using the
model described in Section 4.1.3. The amplitudes of the induced signals as described
in Figure 4.22 were used to calculate hole trapping times τh based on results pre-
sented in Equation 4.6. The amplitudes were calculated at positions A and B, which
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corresponded to the linear portion of the signals due to mostly by free carriers drifting.
Figure 4.22: Deconvolved electrons-only and holes-only induced signals as a function
of time when α-particles interact at the side of the detector.
According to results presented in Figure 4.22, assuming constant and uniform
electric field E = 2197 V/cm, electron mobility µe = 830 and hole mobility µh = 12
cm2/V/s were measured. In Figure 4.22, the average ratio between electrons-only and
holes-only induced signal was ∼ 20. Considering one electron and two holes trapping
centers, Equation 4.6 can be re-written, but in the absence of better information on
the density of trapping centers in the material, the calculated average hole trapping
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times were assumed to be the same, τh1 = τh2 = 430 ns. Considering 10% error in
measuring depth of interaction xi and hole mobility µh results in ±100 ns error in
the calculated value for τh, using Equation 4.6, considering the worst case scenario.
The other charge transport properties, average hole detrapping times τhD1 and τhD2,
were determined by direct comparison between measured and simulated holes-only
induced signals. In Figure 4.23, simulated holes-only induced signals considered no,
one and two hole trapping centers are shown.
Figure 4.23: Simulated holes-only induced signals considering no, one- and two-hole
trapping centers.
Modeling one hole trapping center is not sufficient to explain the measured induced
signals. This can be observed by comparing measured holes-only induced signals
shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 with simulated holes-only induced signals shown in
Figure 4.23. In order to better match simulations with experiments, two hole trapping
centers need to be modeled. Although it is known that CdZnTe can have more
defect levels, only two hole trapping centers were considered in order to reproduce
the measured induced signals with reasonable results. Also, the precision in our
measurements using α-particles does not justify adding more trapping centers in the
model. Then, two hole trapping centers were considered: one shallow and one deep
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defect levels. Holes-only induced signals, black signal in Figure 4.23, are expected
to have an initial linear rise due to free holes in excess of equilibrium followed by
a non-linear induced signal from trapping and de-trapping mechanisms of shallow
and deep trapping centers. These two trapping centers represent average values for
shallow and deep defect levels in the material. Figure 4.24 shows the measured and
simulated induced signals and the calculated average hole trapping and detrapping
times using α-particles.
Figure 4.24: Measured and simulated holes-only induced signals and the calculated
average hole trapping and detrapping times.
4.2.2 Measurements Using Kα X-Rays
In collaboration with the High Field Science group at the Center for Ultrafast
Optical Science (CUOS), experiments were set up to measure directly holes-only in-
duced signals. This was achieved by irradiating the large electrode with Kα X-rays
produced by a picosecond high-power laser striking a molybdenum target while oper-
ating the detectors at reverse bias. In these experiments, the detector was operated
at reverse bias, applying +1000 V to the cathode electrode while all other electrodes
were kept grounded. Once these laser pulses struck the target, they produced almost
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instantaneously Kα X-rays in 2pi field of view, as described in Figure 4.25.
Figure 4.25: Diagram showing the experimental apparatus used to measure Kα X-
rays. Since the Molybdenum target was kept at high vacuum, there was
a Beryllium window between the target and the detector to minimize
X-ray attenuation.
The detectors used to measure the Kα X-rays were the same used in the high-flux
experiments. For the reasons described in Section 4.2.1, only hole transport properties
were measured using this technique. Direct measurement of holes-only induced signals
were achieved by measuring large signals produced by the Kα X-rays incident on the
entire area of the large electrode. During these measurements, it was necessary to
keep their amplitudes within the dynamic range of the data acquisition system and
pre-amplifiers. This was achieved by adding different filters in the laser beam in
order to reduce the power of the laser. The signals induced by Kα X-rays produced
by laser were measured with amplitudes ∼ 10× larger than the signals induced by
α-particles, giving a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Although the signals induced
by the Kα X-rays had higher amplitude than the signals produced by the α-particles,
the specific density of charge using the X-rays was much lower than using the α-
particles. In these measurements, the entire cathode surface was irradiated by the
X-rays while a very small region of the detector is irradiated by α-particles.
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Results produced using X-rays were more reliable than results obtained with α-
particles due to the following reasons:
a) X-rays interact deeper in the material, reducing surface defects
b) X-rays produce lower specific charge density, reducing undesirable charge cloud
self-shielding effects
In these experiments, it was observed a large fluctuation in the amplitude of the
signals induced by the Kα X-rays. Measured induced signals are plotted as a function
of signal amplitude in order to check whether charge transport properties changes as
a function of signal amplitude, as shown in Figure 4.26. Figure 4.27 shows results of
induced signals measured from 500 to 14000 ADC units, where no significant difference
between them is observed. Then, all induced signals were combined, normalizing the
amplitudes, and hole trapping and detrapping properties were measured, as described
in Figure 4.28.
Note that the compensation for the decay due to the preamplifier feedback circuit
described in Section 4.1.4 is applied to correct these signals. This is an important
step, because the duration of these measurements is on the order of ∼ 400 µs, which
is comparable to the measured preamplifier decay time constant ∼ RC = 320 µs.
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Figure 4.26: Measured holes-only induced signals by irradiating the cathode surface
with Kα X-rays while operating the detector at reverse bias for signal
amplitudes varying from 500 to 14 000 ADC units.
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Figure 4.27: Measured averaged holes-only induced in every 500 ADC steps by irra-
diating the cathode surface with Kα X-rays while operating the detector
at reverse bias.
Figure 4.28: Measured and simulated holes-only induced signals and the calculated
average hole trapping and detrapping times by irradiating the cathode
surface with Kα X-rays while operating the detector at reverse bias.
4.3 Analysis of Results Using Proposed Technique
Statistical models described in Section 4.1.1 considered one electron and one hole
trapping centers. In reality, CdZnTe is known to have multiple electron and hole
trapping centers, Hermon et al. (2001), Hermon et al. (1999) and Schieber et al.
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(2001). In Section 4.1.2, considering multiple hole trapping centers and assuming
the same density of defects in all trapping centers, would produce the same result in
terms of average hole trapping time. In future work, more detailed models considering
multiple trapping centers with different densities of defects should be considered,
which would change the ratios between electrons-only and holes-only induced signals.
Results described in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are summarized in Table 4.2. In Fig-
Property α-Particles Kα X-rays
Hole Mobility µh (cm
2/V/s) 12 12
Avg. Hole Trapping Time (shallow) (ns) 430 1250
Avg. Hole Trapping Time (deep) (ns) 430 3500
Avg. Hole Detrapping Time (shallow) (µs) 1.25 0.25
Avg. Hole Detrapping Time (deep) (µs) 60 1700
Table 4.2: Calculated average electrical transport properties of CdZnTe detectors
used in high-flux experiments.
ure 4.24, charge transport properties were calculated considering the same average
hole trapping time for both defect levels considered. This was one reason why the
matching between simulated and measured holes-only induced signals for time inter-
vals less than ∼ 20 µs was not accurate. In Figure 4.28, the assumption of having
the same density of defects for both defect levels was relaxed. These results produced
better fitting, which indicates that the initial assumption considering the densities of
different defect levels constant for all trapping centers may not be true. Also, mea-
sured signals using Kα X-rays while operating the detector at reverse bias showed
better signal-to-noise ratio, which enabled the measurement of induced signals for
longer periods of time ∼ 400 µs. In these measurements, there is a weak indication
that considering a third hole defect level might be necessary to better represent the
transport properties of holes in CdZnTe in future high-flux studies.
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CHAPTER V
High-Flux Experiments
High-flux experiments using a JL Shepherd & Associates 3 Ci (09-20-2001) Cs-
137 irradiator and a custom built experiment apparatus were conducted in the Ford
Nuclear Reactor (FNR) building at the University of Michigan, as described in Section
5.1. The main objective of these experiments was to understand problems caused by
positive space charge build up as a function of irradiation flux and time in CdZnTe
detectors, the so-called polarization effect. The framework developed in this work used
a Cs-137 γ-source rather than conventional X-ray tubes. In future work, the same
methodology should be adapted to other sources, such as an X-ray tube, different
detector materials, geometries, electrode configurations and different incident fluxes.
The hardware used to acquire data in the high-flux experiments as well as details of
the collimator and detectors used are described in Sections 5.1.2, 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. High
photon fluxes Φ were produced in these experiments changing the distance between
the source and detector.
In these experiments, signals induced on electrodes were digitized in continuous
mode using commercial digitizers from GaGe Inc. These signals were post-processed
using a 1D edge detection algorithm, as described in Section 5.2, Mitiche and Davis
(1982) and Davis and Mitiche (1979). Initial experiments using the 3 Ci Cs-137 irra-
diator showed that detectors polarized before reaching the maximum achievable flux
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which corresponded to the minimum possible distance between source and detector.
Then, in order to understand this phenomenon, temporal evolution of the detector’s
response as a function of incident radiation flux was measured from t = 0 . . . 25.6 s
and Φ = 0 . . . 219 000 photons/pixel/s. Preliminary experiments showed photopeak
shifts towards lower energy bins and spectral degradation as a function of increasing
incident radiation flux, as described in Section 5.3.2.
A series of experiments were conducted, where the design of the experimental
apparatus evolved over time in multiple interaction cycles. The main objective of
these experiments was to gradually cause polarization in these detectors and study
the causes of this phenomenon. Due to the non existence of fully pixelated electronic
readout systems capable of acquiring simultaneous data from all pixels at high-flux
irradiation, in this initial studies it was difficult to assess 3D space and time solutions
of this problem.
5.1 Experimental Apparatus
Preliminary studies determined that a system capable of acquiring hundreds of
thousands of photons/pixel/s was required in this work. Unfortunately, even until
today, such system is not commercially available, and is under development by differ-
ent research groups and ASIC manufactures. Limited time and resources narrowed
down the choices of readout systems available to conduct this work. The alternative
solution found was to use commercially available digitizers in continuous mode, such
as the Octopus family of multi-channel digitizers developed by GaGe Inc., as seen in
Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: GaGe Octopus multi-channel digitizer, featuring 4 or 8 channels, from 128
MB up to 16 GB of on-board acquisition memory, and up to 125 MS/s
sampling per channel on a single-slot PCI express card.
In continuous mode induced signals measured by eV-509 preamplifiers were con-
tinuously digitized for long periods of time, limited only by the amount of on-board
memory available on the digitizer. The entire system was mounted on a mobile cart,
as shown in Figure 5.2, consisting of: a) Instrument cart, b) Personal computer, c)
GaGe Octopus digitizers, d) Digital oscilloscope, e) Test box containing the CdZnTe
detector and eV-509 pre-amplifiers, f) XY translation stage, g) Custom built Pb-
collimator w/ Am-241 α-source , h) MCA, i) GPIB interface, j) High voltage supply,
k) DC power supply, l) NIM amplifiers, m) NIM pulse generator, cables, no-break,
high-precision table and other smaller components. Gage Octopus multi-channel
digitizers used in these experiments were equipped with large amount of on-board
memory, capable of acquiring up to 128 MS in single channel operation.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental apparatus: a) mobile cart, containing the detector and data
acquisition system, b) JL Shepherd & Associates 3 Ci (09-20-2001) Cs-137
irradiator.
5.1.1 High-Flux Sources
In order to receive authorization to operate the high activity Cs-137 irradiator in
the Ford Nuclear Reactor (FNR) building, a safety protocol was written and submit-
ted to the Occupational Safety & Environmental Health (OSEH) department at the
University of Michigan. These experiments were conducted in room 2108 FNR.
The Cs-137 γ-source was chosen to study the so-called polarization effect for two
main reasons: a) monoenergetic γ-ray source emission, b) commercial availability.
These were ideal characteristics to conduct this study. Photopeak shifts and spectral
degradation as a function of incident radiation flux and time were easily measured
using the Cs-137 source. Also, due to its higher energy, Cs-137 γ-rays polarized the
detectors at lower irradiation flux. Sources with energies, such as X-ray sources,
would produce less charge carriers per average incident photon, Knoll (2010).
In order to monitor the internal electric field during these experiments, a 1 µCi
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α-source was placed inside the collimator, positioned between the Cs-137 source and
the detector, in close proximity to the cathode surface, as described in Figure 5.3.
5 - Test Box
6 - XY Positioning Stage
7 - Flange
8 - Pb Collimator Support
9 - Pb Collimator
4 - PCB
1 - CdZnTe Detector
3 - Alpha Source
11- Cs-137 Shield
10 - Cs-137 Source
2 - Alpha Collimator
Figure 5.3: Diagram showing the relative position of the α and Cs-137 sources and
collimators with respect to the CdZnTe detectors.
The XY translation stage shown was used to align the center of the collimator with
the center of the anode pixel. The positioning system was also capable of changing
the distance between the Am-241 α-source Eα=5.485 MeV (84.5%) and 5.443 MeV
(13.0%) and the detector during the calibration of the system.
5.1.2 Data Acquisition Hardware
Modern multi-channel high-speed digitizers enabled acquisition and storage of
waveforms induced on 3D position sensitive CdZnTe pixelated semiconductor detec-
tors at high sampling rates. While analog systems use fast and slow shapers combined
with peak-and-hold and timing pick-off circuits to obtain two data values, time and
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energy, for each particle interaction, high-speed digitizers are able to store the en-
tire signal, sampled at a constant time interval, providing more detailed information
about the induced signal itself.
In more recent years, the operation of these devices under high irradiation flux
(∼ 1 × 108 photons/cm2/s) has been pursued, Bale and Szeles (2008). In order to
study the polarization effect and the behavior of these devices under high-flux irradi-
ation, the commercial multi-channel high-speed digitizer used in this work acquired
data in continuous mode. This system was tested at fluxes as high as ∼ 220k pho-
tons/pixel/s. The total time of acquisitions in each experiment varied as a function
of selected sampling rate and number of active channels in the GaGe system, as de-
scribed in Table 5.1. Sampling rates as high as 125 MS/s were used to acquired
data. Additional post-processing steps were required to extract individual events
from continuous acquired waveforms, as described in Section 5.2.1.
# of Active
Channels 125 MS/s 100 MS/s 50 MS/s 25 MS/s 12.5 MS/s 10 MS/s
1 1.024 1.280 2.560 5.120 10.240 12.800
2 0.512 0.640 1.280 2.560 5.120 6.400
3 0.341 0.427 0.853 1.707 3.413 4.267
4 0.256 0.320 0.640 1.280 2.560 3.200
Table 5.1: Total acquisition time (s) as a function of sampling rate and number of ac-
tive channels in the GaGe system, considering 128 MB on-board memory.
Results shown in this work were acquired at room-temperature using two active
channels, one for the cathode and one for one anode pixel, using 25 MS/s sampling
rate, as seen in Figure 5.4. Using this sampling rate enabled the acquisition of induced
signals for 2.56 s in continuous mode in each experiment, as described in Section
5.2. Appendix A shows these measured signals at -750, -1000, -1250 and -1500 V
applied cathode bias voltages and fluxes varying from Φ1 = 39.3k, . . ., Φ11 = 219.3k
photons/pixel/s, while Fig.5.4 shows these results for -1000 V cathode applied voltage
and flux Φ = 129.3k, Φ = 147.3k, Φ = 165.3k, Φ = 183.3k, Φ = 201.3k and Φ =
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219.3k photons/pixel/s. In these figures, it is observed that anode induced signals
completely vanish at fluxes higher than a critical flux. This is caused by the reduction
of the internal electric field E due to positive space charge build up. It is also
observed that although anode induced signals vanish, this effect is not caused by any
preamplifier saturation as one would suspect. In contrary, this is solely caused by the
internal electric field being reduced as a function of irradiation flux and time.
Figure 5.4: Anode and Cathode induced signals acquired in continuous mode at -1000
V cathode bias voltage and flux Φ = 129.3k, Φ = 147.3k, Φ = 165.3k,
Φ = 183.3k, Φ = 201.3k and Φ = 219.3k photons/pixel/s.
5.1.3 The Lead Collimator Design
Initial experiments without collimators showed that the polarization occurred at
lower fluxes compared with later results using collimators. The collimator was de-
signed in order to minimize the number of events induced on the cathode electrode
while measuring the polarization of the detectors with the 3 Ci Cs-137 irradiator,
thus avoiding cathode pre-amplifier saturation. Also, without the collimator, cath-
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ode induced signals measured at high-flux were piling-up due to γ-rays interacting
in a large region of the detector volume. Relying on the cathode induced signal
to measure depth of interaction during high-flux irradiation is not possible. Future
techniques relying on induced signals on neighbor pixels need to be implemented to
measure depth of interactions if 3D-position-sensitive information is desired.
The collimator was made of lead, drilling a conical hole in a cylindrical block of
lead with ∼ 7o internal angle as described in Figure 5.3. The final design has two
compartments for placing small disk sources, one before and another after the col-
limator. The first compartment, closer to the detector, is intended for an α-source,
positioned between the collimator and the detector, having a small α-collimator made
of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The second compartment is on the opposite end
of the collimator, for a small γ-source. The collimator was attached to the XY posi-
tioning stage, and a Co-57 disk source was used to align the system in the laboratory,
avoiding unnecessary exposures to radiation in the high-flux irradiation room. Using
this system, the center of the irradiation beam was aligned to be coincident with the
center of the anode pixel. This was achieved by measuring Co-57 spectra in small X
and Y increment steps in order to determine the geometric center of the pixel.
5.1.4 CdZnTe Detectors
Commercial 20× 20× 5 mm3 CdZnTe detectors manufactured by Redlen Inc. for
medical applications were used in these experiments. These were common grid type
detectors, where the small pixel effect enabled the operation in single charge sensing
mode. Low-flux commercial spectroscopic grade CdZnTe detector materials suffer
from poor hole electrical transport properties. Since these detectors were not man-
ufactured for high-flux applications, these poor hole electrical transport properties
limited their performance at high-flux irradiation. In future spectroscopic systems
using CdZnTe detectors manufactured for high-flux applications, requiring good en-
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ergy resolution relying on the small pixel effect, need to be manufactured with better
hole transport properties.
In order to understand current limits of operation of CdZnTe detectors used in
the high-flux experiments, more emphasis was given to hole electrical transport prop-
erties. The problem found on current CdZnTe detectors under high-flux scenarios is
related with the large number of deep defect levels introduced in the material, which
is known to be plagued by shallow defect levels, Dieguez (2011). These defects are
introduced in the material during the fabrication and annealing processes in order
to pin the Fermi level near the middle of the band-gap to reduce the leakage cur-
rent and increase the operating field. Improved hole electrical transport properties
should enable new CdZnTe detectors to reach higher flux limits. In future CdZnTe
detectors for high-flux applications, new and optimized algorithms and methods need
to be developed in order to take full advantage of all information available in 3D-
position-sensitive devices, which can be useful in future imaging applications, such
as spectroscopic CT and PET systems. Then, a fine balance between electrical hole
transport properties, signal induction and electrode configuration should exist target-
ing specific applications. Results presented in this work were measured at different
cathode bias voltages, having pixels either connected to pre-amplifiers or grounded
and having the common grid electrode grounded during all measurements.
5.2 Data Acquisition
Since there are no known commercial systems capable of reading out either analog
or digital signals from fully pixelated CdZnTe detectors under high-flux irradiation
(∼ 1× 108 photons/cm2/s), a continuous data acquisition system using a commercial
digitizer manufactured by GaGe Inc. was used in this research. The total acquisition
time is limited by the number of active channels read out simultaneously and the
sampling rate, as described in Table 5.1. GaGe Octopus digitizers were chosen due
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to their fast sampling rate (up to 125 MHz), large on-board memory (up to 16 GB),
relative large number of channels (up to 8 in each card) and the capability of pairing
multiple cards in a single system if more channels are needed to be read out simulta-
neously. These characteristics enable the acquisition of signals from multiple channels
for relative long periods of time, as described in Section 5.3. Also, GaGe systems are
flexible in respect to the acquisition of signals in multiple computer platforms and
softwares, such as Labview, MATLAB and C++.
The GaGe cards used in this work had 256 MB of on-board memory installed,
which enabled the acquisition of 128 MS using a single channel in continuous mode
operation. At the highest sampling rate (125 MS/s), sampling in every 8 ns, the
total acquisition time using a single channel was 1.024 s. Since the objective of this
work was to study the polarization as a function of irradiation flux and time, longer
acquisitions were required. During the high-flux experiments, no memory effect was
observed seconds after each consecutive irradiation, even when these detectors were
polarized in previous experiments. The solution found in order to acquired signals for
longer periods of time was to combine several shorter experiments into a single long
experiment. The sampling rate was reduced to 25 MS/s which enabled the acquisition
of signals for 5.12 s in single mode and 2.56 s in dual mode, as described in Table 5.1.
Using this setting, the system was able to acquire signals for 25.6 s of total acquisition
time combining 10 experiments of 2.56 s each, collecting cathode and anode induce
signals in continuous mode using two channels in the GaGe card, as described in
Figure 5.5.
Since the Cs-137 irradiator was manually operated, the synchronization between
the Cs-137 irradiator shutter opening and the start of data acquisition introduced
timing uncertainties. Longer acquisition time in each small experiment ∼ 2.56 s
was sufficient to acquire the data, since the uncertainty between them was estimated
within ±0.5 s.
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Compiling Short Irradiations Into a Longer Experiment
0.0 - 2.56s 2.56 - 5.12s 5.12 - 7.68s
Irradiation 1
7.68 - 10.24s 10.24 - 12.8s 12.8 - 15.36s 15.36 - 17.92s 17.92 - 20.48s 20.48 - 23.04s 23.04 - 25.6s 25.6 - 28.16s 28.16 - 30.72s
Digital Acquisition in Progress (2.56 s)
Shutter Open - Irradiation in Progress
Irradiation 2
Irradiation 4
Irradiation 3
Irradiation 5
Irradiation 6
Irradiation 7
Irradiation 8
Irradiation 9
Irradiation 10
Figure 5.5: Diagram showing 10 short irradiation experiments, 2.56 s each, compiled
to generated a single large irradiation experiment, 25.6 s long.
5.2.1 1D Edge Detection Algorithm
In continuous mode, signals induced on the preamplifiers due to charges drifting in
the bulk of the detector were continuously sampled and stored in the GaGe digitizer
on-board memory at sampling rates as high as 125 MS/s. In each acquisition cycle,
these signals were stored in files after the digitizer memory was completely filled.
Examples of signals are shown in Figure 5.4 and in Appendix A. A simple 1D edge
detection algorithm was used to extract individual γ-ray and α-particle events from
acquired signals in continuous mode, Davis and Mitiche (1979) and Mitiche and Davis
(1982). This algorithm was implemented in three steps:
In the first step, a weighting factor ek(i) is calculated according to Equation 5.1
for every sampled point i in the collected waveform wf(i), for i = 1 . . . n, where n
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represents the total number of points stored in the file or readout,
ek(i) =
1
n
k∑
j=1
[wf(i− j)− wf(i+ j] = 1
n
[LS(i)−RS(i)] (5.1)
where, k is an adjustable parameter that determines the number of points to the left
LS(i) and to the right RS(i) of sampled point wf(i) at position i. Figure 5.6 shows
results after the first step was computed.
Figure 5.6: 1D edge detection algorithm applied to a test pulse showing the original
signal wf(i) (blue) and the post-processed signal ek(i) (red) after the first
step.
In the second step, a threshold value t is set and values of |ek(i)| < t are discarded,
discriminating between points that are edges of real waveforms and points which were
between edges, but far from edges. Fig.5.7 shows results after this step was computed.
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Figure 5.7: 1D edge detection algorithm applied to a test pulse showing the original
signal wf(i) (blue) and the post-processed signal ek(i) (red) after the
second step.
In the third step, another parameter d is used to consider only values of ek(i)
distant at least±d time units away from position from i, which is used in the algorithm
as a dead time parameter. Fig.5.8 shows results after this step was computed.
Figure 5.8: 1D edge detection algorithm applied to a test pulse showing the original
signal wf(i) (blue) and the post-processed signal ek(i) (red) after the
third step.
Deconvolving radiation interaction events (energy deposited per event) in contin-
uously acquired waveforms using commercial GaGe octopus systems was successfully
accomplished using the algorithm shown in the previous three steps. Although results
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shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 were calculated for a test pulse, the algorithm was
checked during all high-flux irradiation experiments by adding a test pulse during
high-flux data acquisition. The algorithm used different calibration parameters k, d
and t for anode and cathode induced signals. After finding these edges, deconvolved
induced signals from measured signals in continuous mode were stored in files for
digital post-processing (filtering, drift-time calculation, CAR, etc.)
5.3 High-Flux Experiments
Results for high-flux irradiation experiments presented here were measured at four
cathode bias voltages: -750, -1000, -1250 and -1500 V and flux Φ varying from 39k
. . . 219k photons/pixel/s.
5.3.1 Pre-Irradiation: System Calibration
In order to minimize time spent in the irradiation room, aligning, calibrating and
sometimes debugging the system, the entire system was assembled on a mobile cart.
The system described in Figure 5.2 needed to be moved to the irradiation room only
during the high-flux irradiation experiments. Before each set of high-flux irradiation
experiments, the position of the collimator was checked using a Co-57 source. The
system was also checked using a Cs-137 disk source. These tasks were conducted in
the laboratory in a more controlled environment with known background.
5.3.2 High-Flux Irradiations
Since the objective of this work was to study the polarization effect, means of
measuring distortions in the operating electric field caused by positive space charge
build up were needed. The internal electric field was monitored during the high-
flux experiments by placing a 1 µCi Am-241 α-source close to the cathode surface of
the detector during high-flux irradiation. Since holes created by this source would
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get immediately collected by the cathode electrode, no signal would be induced by
holes generated by the α-source. These signals were used to understand how positive
space charge builds up as a function of irradiation time and flux, reducing the oper-
ating electric field and causing spectral degradation. Comparison between high-flux
experiments and simulations is described in Chapter VI, while in this chapter only
experimental results are discussed.
Figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show results for measured spectra at -750, -1000,
-1250 and -1500 V applied cathode bias voltages from 0 . . . 25.6 s. In these plots, ti
represents the time interval of the smaller irradiations while Φj represents the calcu-
lated incident flux at the cathode surface of the detector, as described in Tables 5.2
and 5.3.
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
0 2.56 5.12 7.68 10.24 12.8 15.36 17.92 20.48 23.04
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2.56 s 5.12 s 7.68 s 10.24 s 12.8 s 15.36 s 17.92 s 20.48 s 23.04 s 25.6 s
Table 5.2: Conversion between t1, t2, · · · , t10 and irradiation time intervals in s.
In these results, the time required to polarize these detectors was consistently mea-
Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ4 Φ5 Φ6 Φ7 Φ8 Φ9 Φ10 Φ11
39.3 57.3 75.3 93.3 111.3 129.3 147.3 165.3 183.3 201.3 219.3
Table 5.3: Conversion between Φ1, Φ2, · · · , Φ11 and irradiation flux in ×103 pho-
tons/pixel/s.
sured to be less than 2.56 s, as seen in Figure 5.9 for Φ9−Φ11, in Figure 5.10 for
Φ10−Φ11, in Figure 5.11 for Φ11 and in Figure 5.12 for Φ12.
These results show that increasing the applied electric field E, by increasing the
magnitude of the applied voltage at the cathode electrode from -750 V to -1500
V, improves the performance of the detector, delaying the polarization effect. For
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instance, at -750 V the detector polarized at an incident flux Φ8 = 165.3 × 103
photons/pixel/s, while at -1500 V the same detector only polarized at Φ10 = 201.3×
103 photons/pixel/s.
The transition between normal operation and polarization is observed in more
detail in results shown in Appendix B, where plots for each cathode bias voltage
show measured spectra before and after polarization in 25.6 ms time intervals.
750V t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5
Φ6
Φ7
Φ8
Φ9
Φ10
Φ11
1
Figure 5.9: Measured spectra in every 2.56 s interval from 0 . . . 25.6 s, at -750 V and
flux Φ=39.3. . .219.3×103 photons/cm2/s.
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1000V t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5
Φ6
Φ7
Φ8
Φ9
Φ10
Φ11
1
Figure 5.10: Measured spectra in every 2.56 s interval from 0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1000 V
and flux Φ=39.3. . .219.3×103 photons/cm2/s.
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1250V t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
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Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5
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Φ8
Φ9
Φ10
Φ11
1
Figure 5.11: Measured spectra in every 2.56 s interval from 0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1250 V
and flux Φ=39.3. . .219.3×103 photons/cm2/s.
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1500V t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
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1
Figure 5.12: Measured spectra in every 2.56 s interval from 0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1500 V
and flux Φ=39.3. . .219.3×103 photons/cm2/s.
5.4 High-Flux Cs-137 γ-Spectra
Photopeak positions as a function of irradiation flux and time were calculated
and are shown in Figures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 for -750, -1000, -1250 and -1500 V
cathode bias voltages.
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Figure 5.13: Photopeak position as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -750
V cathode bias voltage.
Figure 5.14: Photopeak position as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -1000
V cathode bias voltage.
Comparing results shown in Figures 5.13-5.16 with spectra shown in Figures 5.9-
5.12, we observed that although the photopeak position was measured at lower energy
bins as flux increased, detectors continued to work showing no photopeak with de-
graded performance when operated at higher irradiation flux.
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Figure 5.15: Photopeak position as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -1250
V cathode bias voltage.
Figure 5.16: Photopeak position as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -1500
V cathode bias voltage.
These results suggest that at high irradiation flux, if the flux Φ is known, the shift
in the photopeak positions measured can be compensated applying corrections. It was
also observed that measured energy resolution degrades as a function of increasing
flux. This effect is believed to be caused by irregular space charge build up in the
detector volume, causing irregular signal induction.
Results presented in Figure 5.13 were measured while operating the detector at -
750 V cathode bias voltage. These showed that increasing the incident flux from Φ8 =
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165.3× 103 to Φ9 = 183.3× 103 photons/pixel/s caused the photopeak to completely
disappear. The detector continued working at flux Φ8 with reduced performance, as
seen in Figure 5.9. Results presented in Figure 5.14 were measured while operating
the detector at -1000 V cathode bias voltage. These results showed that increasing
the incident flux from Φ9 = 183.3× 103 to Φ10 = 201.3× 103 photons/pixel/s caused
the photopeak to completely disappear. The detector continued working at flux
Φ9 with reduced performance, as seen in Figure 5.10. Results presented in Figure
5.15 were measured while operating the detector at -1250 V cathode bias voltage.
These showed that increasing the incident flux from Φ9 = 183.3 × 103 to Φ10 =
201.3 × 103 photons/pixel/s caused the photopeak to completely disappear. The
detector continued working at flux Φ10 with reduced performance, as seen in Figure
5.11. Results presented in Figure 5.16 were measured while operating the detector at
-1500 V cathode bias voltage. These results showed that increasing the incident flux
from Φ9 = 183.3 × 103 to Φ10 = 201.3 × 103 photons/pixel/s caused the photopeak
to completely disappear. The detector continued working at flux Φ10 with reduced
performance, as seen in Figure 5.12.
Similar results were observed measuring raw energy resolution as a function of
irradiation flux and time. These results are shown in Figures 5.17, 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20
for -750, -1000, -1250 and -1500 V cathode bias voltages.
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Figure 5.17: Raw energy resolution as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -750
V cathode bias voltage.
Figure 5.18: Raw energy resolution as a function of irradiation time and flux, for
-1000 V cathode bias voltage.
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Figure 5.19: Raw energy resolution as a function of irradiation time and flux, for
-1250 V cathode bias voltage.
Figure 5.20: Raw energy resolution as a function of irradiation time and flux, for
-1500 V cathode bias voltage.
Similar results were observed by measuring at room-temperature the total number
of counts as a function of irradiation flux and time. These results are shown in Figures
5.21, 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 for -750, -1000, -1250 and -1500 V cathode bias voltages. The
non-linear increase in the total number of counts measured as a function of irradiation
flux may be attributed to inaccurate source-detector alignment and other sources of
error.
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Figure 5.21: Total counts as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -750 V cathode
bias voltage.
Figure 5.22: Total counts as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -1000 V
cathode bias voltage.
Results shown in Figure 5.21, operating the detector at -750 V cathode bias volt-
age, showed that increasing the incident flux from Φ7 = 147.3×103 to Φ8 = 165.3×103
photons/pixel/s caused the total counts to be not proportional to the incident flux
Φ. Measured data at -750 V showed that the detector continued working at flux Φ8
with reduced performance, as seen in Figures 5.9 and 5.13.
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Figure 5.23: Total counts position as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -1250
V cathode bias voltage.
Figure 5.24: Total counts as a function of irradiation time and flux, for -1500 V
cathode bias voltage.
Results shown in Figure 5.22, operating the detector at -1000 V cathode bias
voltage, showed that increasing the incident flux from Φ8 = 165.3 × 103 to Φ9 =
183.3 × 103 photons/pixel/s caused the total counts to be non proportional to the
incident flux Φ. Measured data at -1000 V showed that the detector continued working
at Φ9 with reduced performance, as seen in Figures 5.10 and 5.14. Results shown
in Figure 5.23, operating the detector at -1250 V cathode bias voltage, showed that
increasing the incident flux from Φ8 = 165.3×103 to Φ9 = 183.3×103 photons/pixel/s
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caused the total counts to be non proportional to the incident flux Φ. Measured
data at -1250 V showed that the detector continued working at Φ10 with reduced
performance, as seen in Figures 5.11 and 5.15. Results shown in Figure 5.24, operating
the detector at -1500 V cathode bias voltage, showed that increasing the incident flux
from Φ8 = 165.3×103 to Φ9 = 183.3×103 photons/pixel/s caused the total counts to
be non proportional to the incident flux Φ. Measured data at -1500 V showed that the
detector continued working at Φ10 with reduced performance, as seen in Figures 5.12
and 5.16. In continuous data acquisition mode, the post-processing algorithm using
the 1D-edge-operator discarded events that were triggered within 1.6 µs. Operating
this detector at higher cathode bias voltages generated more false triggers due to noise
caused by the increased leakage current. This is the reason why the total number of
counts measured at lower voltages was greater than measured at higher voltages, i.e.,
comparing measurements at -750 V with -1500 V.
These results strongly suggest that the polarization effect cause the photopeak
to shift towards lower energies and degraded spectrum resolution. The explanation
for this phenomenon is given in Chapter VI, where it is shown that the build up
of positive space charge perturbs the operating field E, limiting the performance of
CdZnTe detectors operated at high-flux irradiation scenarios.
5.5 Electric Field ~E Monitored by α-Particles
During each high-flux irradiation, an Am-241 α-source, Eα=5.486 MeV (85.2%)
and 5.443 MeV (12.8%), was kept close to the cathode surface irradiating the cathode
with α-particles through a small α-source collimator. These α-particles deposit all
energy within 20 µm from the cathode surface, amm (2001). Only electrons contribute
to the induced signal, since holes are immediately collected by the cathode electrode.
These Am-241 α-induced signals were easily discriminated from Cs-137 γ-induced
signals using amplitude discrimination techniques. Due to the low activity of the
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α-source (1 µCi) used, no α-spectra was measured during the high-flux experiments.
Figure 5.25 shows α-particle anode and cathode induced signals measured at differ-
ent applied cathode bias voltages. In high-flux applications, it is desirable to operate
the detectors at the maximum applied voltage, increasing the drift velocity of charges
and at the same time reducing charge trapping. Unfortunately, increasing the applied
cathode bias voltage causes signal degradation due to increased leakage current and
detector breakdown, which prohibits the operation of these detectors at very high
applied cathode voltages.
Figure 5.25: Normalized Signals Induced on the Anode and Cathode Electrodes by
α Particles Incident on the Cathode Surface as a Function of Applied
Cathode Bias Voltages: 750, 1000, 1250 and 1500 V.
Figure 5.26 shows α-particle anode and cathode induced signals measured at two
fluxes: Φ = 39× 103 and 183× 103 photons/pixel/s. It was observed that increasing
the flux distorted the operating field E, causing the charges to drift slower in the
detector. Figure 5.27 showed the measured difference between the cathode signals
shown in Figure5.26. Appendix C shows results for fluxes varying from Φ = 39×103,
Φ = 57×103, . . ., 183×103 photons/pixel/s and applied cathode bias voltages varying
from -750, . . ., -1500 V. At higher fluxes, the reduction of the internal electric field
E also causes more charge trapping and recombination. For these two reasons, the
measured spectra is expected to be shifted to lower energies. This effect is similar to
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the known ballistic deficit effect caused by incomplete charge collection when using
filters with fixed shaping time τ = RC smaller than the drift time of the signal, Knoll
(2010). In Chapter VI, the ballistic deficit effect mentioned here is described in more
detail, where it is found to be the main cause of spectral degradation at high-flux
irradiation. In future studies, charge recombination and temperature effects need to
be studied in more detail, Hall (1952), Shockley and W. T. Read (1952), Hall (1960),
Brown (1955), Baliga (1978), Lugakov and Shusha (1984) and Debuf et al. (2002).
Figure 5.26: Normalized Signals Induced by α-particles on the Anode and Cathode
Electrodes for Flux Φ = 39× 103 and 183× 103 photons/pixel/s.
Figure 5.27: Difference Between Normalized Signals Induced by α-particles on the
Anode and Cathode Electrodes for Flux Φ = 39 × 103 and 183 × 103
photons/pixel/s.
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Electric field as a function of depth of interaction was calculated using α-particle
cathode induced signals, as shown in Figure 5.28, for -1000 V applied cathode bias
voltage. Appendix D shows results measured varying the applied cathode bias voltage
from -500, . . ., -2000 V.
Figure 5.28: Calculated Electric field E as a function of depth of interaction for -1000
V applied cathode voltage bias.
Electric field E can be measured during high-flux experiments, starting from mea-
sured α-particle cathode induced signals, and assuming that the electron drift velocity
is proportional to the product of the electric field E and electron mobility µe,
ve = µeE (5.2)
The first step is to measure the initial time t0 when the α-particle interact near the
surface of the cathode electrode, as shown in Figure 5.29 a), where t1 is the time
when the electron cloud was collected. Then, assuming a linear cathode weighting
potential, as described in Figure 5.29 b), depth of interaction Z is directly proportional
to the amplitude of the measured signal. The derivative of the signal amplitude with
respect to time is proportional to the electron drift velocity ve, which if constant
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electron mobility µe is assumed, is only proportional to the electric field E, since,
dV
dt
= K · E(t) (5.3)
where, the value of the electric field is calculated applying a proportionality constant
K based on the boundary conditions of the problem,
K =
Vcathode∫ t1
t0
E(t) · dt (5.4)
Figure 5.29: a) Cathode induced signals at low-flux; b) Cathode linear weighting
potential; and c) dV (t)/dt vs. V (t), where dV (t)/dt ∝ E and V (t) ∝ Z,
where Z is the depth of interaction.
In future experiments, this technique is suggested to be used to measure the
electric field E due to space charge only. This would enable to measure polarity and
spatial distribution of space charge as a function of irradiation flux and time. A
simple 1D model of charge distribution is not sufficient to calculate the distribution
of space charge in this problem.
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5.6 Analysis of High-Flux Experiment Results
The behavior of CdZnTe under high-flux irradiation when operated under higher
temperatures is suggested in future studies, since the de-trapping of charges is highly
correlated with temperature, Zanio et al. (1973). It is believed that under higher
temperatures trapped charges will detrap faster, which will reduce the amount of
positive space charge build up in the detector as a function of irradiation flux and
time. Also, in future studies it is suggested to read out more channels simultaneously.
This can be achieved easily by increasing the number of GaGe systems used and
designing a system which better synchronizes the irradiator shutter with the data
acquisition system. Also, it is suggested to test the system using an actual X-ray
source rather than using a Cs-137 source. Since the current system was manually
aligned and positioned in the irradiation room, it is suggested to use a better XYZ
positioning system in future experiments.
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CHAPTER VI
High-Flux Simulations
A series of high-flux simulations were conducted in order to explain the so-called
polarization effect. These simulations considered properties listed in Table 4.2. Hole
transport properties considered in simulations were obtained using Mo Kα X-rays
(EKα=17.4 keV) rather than Am-241 α-particles (Eα=5.5 MeV). The main reason
for choosing these results is related with surface preparation of the sides of the detec-
tors, which may considerably change the results obtained with α-particles. Am-241
α-Particles interact close to the surface of the crystal (<20 µm), while Mo Kα X-rays
interact deeper in the crystal (∼50 µm), thus α-particle measurements are more sus-
ceptible to surface imperfections. Results obtained in this chapter are not exact and
need to be interpreted relative to each other rather than with respect to experimen-
tal results. In order to improve these results, it is believed that better experimental
setup and improved simulation models are required to describe how CdZnTe mate-
rial properties change under high-flux irradiation environments. For instance, models
considered in current simulations did not take into account the effect of charge re-
combination and operating temperature, which are believed to be major sources of
model mismatch. Also, a larger number of CdZnTe detectors manufactured for high-
flux applications (∼ 1× 108 photons/cm2/s) are required in future studies. Another
important requirement in future studies is to have better and more controlled exper-
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iments, reducing unnecessary uncertainties by minimizing known sources of errors.
In this chapter, a qualitative comparison between high-flux simulations using the
simulation code described in Chapter III with experimental results described in Chap-
ter V is presented. In order to explain some of the results in Chapter V, some of the
simulated results presented in this chapter considered a hypothetical material having
infinite average de-trapping time of trapped positive space-charge. A more detailed
discussion of reasons why simulated results do not agree quantitatively with measured
experimental results is presented in Section 6.5.
6.1 Introduction
It is well known that in order to simulate charge transport properties under high-
flux irradiation scenarios, good measurements of charge transport properties as well
as detailed models of physical processes are required. Electron and hole transport
properties used in the simulations, measured in Chapter IV, are summarized in Table
6.1.
Property Value
W -value (eV/e-h pair) 4.64
Time step for electrons∆te (s) 5× 10−9
Time step for holes∆th (s) 20× 10−9
Electron Mobility µe (cm
2/V/s) 750
Hole Mobility µh (cm
2/V/s) 12
Average Electron Lifetime τe (s) 6× 10−6
Average Hole Lifetime τh1 - Shallow Defects (s) 1.25× 10−6
Average Hole Lifetime τh2- Deep Defects (s) 3.5× 10−6
Average Electron De-trapping Time τde (s) 2.5× 10−7
Average Hole De-trapping Time τdh1 - Shallow Defects (s) 2.5× 10−7
Average Hole De-trapping Time τdh2 - Deep Defects (s) 1.7× 10−3
Electron Diffusion FWHMe in 5 ns (µm) 10
Hole Diffusion FWHMh in 10 ns (µm) 6
Table 6.1: Calculated average electrical transport properties of CdZnTe detectors
used in the high-flux experiments.
Using the properties shown in Table 6.1, the probabilities described by Equations
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3.25-3.27 are calculated, as seen in Table 6.2, considering 5 ns electron time-step and
20 ns hole time-step.
Average Probability of Value (%)
Electron Trapping (1-te) in 5 ns 0.083
Electron De-trapping (1-teD) in 5 ns 1.98
Hole Trapping (1-th1) in Shallow Defects in 20 ns 1.59
Hole Trapping (1-th2) in Deep Defects in 20 ns 0.57
Hole De-trapping (1-thD1) in Shallow Defects in 20 ns 7.69
Hole De-trapping (1-thD2) in Deep Defects in 20 ns 0.0012
Table 6.2: Probabilities of electrons and holes trapping and de-trapping. Electrons
drifted every 5 ns while holes drifted every 20 ns time steps.
Results shown in Table 6.2 are used to calculate the balance between free and
trapped carriers, using the model described by Equations 3.2-3.9. In these results, in
every 5 ns time step, 0.083% of free electrons in excess of equilibrium in each mesh
are trapped, while 1.98% of trapped electrons are de-trapped. In every 20 ns time
step, 1.59% of free holes in excess of equilibrium in each mesh are trapped in shallow
defect levels while 0.57% are trapped in deep defect levels. Also, 7.69% of trapped
holes in shallow defect levels are de-trapped, while 0.0012% of trapped holes in deep
defect levels are de-trapped. Charge conservation is preserved, since the total charge
is kept constant unless an external source adds additional electrons and/or holes into
the simulated region. It can be easily observed that positive space-charge trapped in
deep defect levels causes the buildup of positive space-charge over time.
6.2 Operating Electric Field Considerations
In high-flux simulations, due to poor hole transport properties in CdZnTe, as
shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, similar to experiments, positive space charge builds-up
in simulations, reducing the operating electric field. The reduction in the operating
field causes both charge carrier to drift slower in the semiconductor detector. It is
believed that the slow down of both electrons and holes causes ballistic deficit in the
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analog readout electronics and also increases the recombination of free carriers in the
conduction and valence bands with opposite sign trapped charges. The recombination
effect was not included in these simulations.
The drift time at various cathode applied voltages and during the high-flux ex-
periments was measured injecting an α-particle near the cathode surface, as shown
in Figures 5.25 and 5.26. In these experiments, an increase of ∼ 50% in the drift
time was measured comparing the α-particles cathode induced signals at low- and
high-flux irradiation before complete spectrum degradation caused by the build up of
positive space charge. In order to verify that the simulation code adequately simu-
lates electrons and holes drifting at low operating fields, the drift time was measured
for both carriers at various simulated applied cathode bias voltages. In theory, as-
suming constant mobility of both carriers µeh, no material detects, uniform operating
electric field E and no space charge field, the drift time of both carriers Dt,eh can
be estimated according to Equation 6.1 using the properties listed in Table .6.1 and
detector thickness L = 5 mm.
Dt,eh = L/µeh · E (6.1)
Electrons and holes simulated drift times at various cathode applied voltages is
compared with theoretical results given by Equation 6.1. These results verify that
the simulation code can simulate low- and normal-operating electric field conditions,
as shown in Tables 6.3 and Tables 6.4. Considering holes, the difference between
predicted and simulated drift times is not significant.
Differences between drift time predicted by Equation 6.1 and simulated drift times
at low- and normal-operating electric field are caused by the large mesh size used
in simulations (34.6 µm) and discrete time steps considered when drifting electrons
and holes, 5 ns and 20 ns respectively. Since after each time step charges are re-
distributed in neighbor meshes, as described in Figure 3.14, depending on the size of
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Cathode Bias Voltage (V) Dt,e (ns), using Eq.6.1 Dts,e (ns), simulated
1000 317 340
950 334 390
900 353 444
850 373 504
800 397 583
750 423 661
700 453 747
650 488 845
600 529 957
Table 6.3: Comparison between predicted electron drift-time Dt,e by Equation 6.1
with simulated drift time of electrons Dts,e calculated at various cathode
bias voltages.
the mesh, more and more charges are artificially left behind, delaying the collection
of both carriers. In future simulations, this problem can be minimized by reducing
Cathode Bias Voltage (V) Dt,h (µs), using Eq.6.1 Dts,h (µs), simulated
1000 11.9 12.3
950 12.5 13.0
900 13.2 13.8
850 14.0 14.7
800 14.9 15.7
750 15.9 16.9
700 17.0 18.2
650 18.3 19.6
600 19.8 21.3
Table 6.4: Comparison between predicted hole drift-time Dt,h by Equation 6.1 with
simulated drift time of holes Dts,h calculated at various cathode bias volt-
ages.
the simulated mesh size. This requires more computer memory and more time to
calculate space charge electric field used in simulations. Also, decreasing the mesh size
increases the number of meshes needed to simulate the same region of the detector,
which degrades the total simulation time. Then, future simulations using reduced
mesh size will require reduced computational time.
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6.3 Positive Space-Charge Buildup
Figure 6.1 shows the simulated buildup of positive space charge in a ∼ 0.125 cm3
region of the detector volume assuming that all positive space charge remains trapped
and considering three different photon fluxes.
Figure 6.1: Accumulated positive space charge Q+ as a function of irradiation time t,
simulated for flux Φ = 60×106 (red), 30×106 (purple) and 20×106 (blue)
photons/pixel/s considering no de-trapping of positive space charge.
Although, similar experiments were conducted at four different cathode bias volt-
ages, as described in Chapter V, simulations considered a constant cathode bias volt-
age of -1000 V. These simulations also assumed the average time between interactions,
t¯ = 100, 200 and 300 ns, to simulate the high irradiation fluxes Φ = 60×106, 30×106
and 20 × 106 photons/pixel/s, respectively, as described in Sec.3.1.2. These shorter
average time between interactions compared with predicted in the high-flux experi-
ments were necessary to accelerate the polarization effect in these detectors. This was
required in order to accumulate positive space-charge in simulations, since using the
parameters shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 was found to be a cost- or time-prohibitive
endeavor.
These results show that positive space charge linearly builds up as a function of
irradiation time if no de-trapping of space charge occurs in the material. In real-
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ity, positive space charge must detrap after a finite time since, by observation, these
detectors recover to their original operating condition a few seconds after the irra-
diator shutter is closed. If this type of polarization caused permanent damage to
the crystal lattice, we would expect to measure gradual degradation in the spectral
performance of these detectors, which was not observed in experiments. Although
this might be true, and certainly should be studied in future work, irradiation levels
to which these detectors were exposed were not sufficient to cause permanent damage
to these detectors.
Using the same method, the accumulation of positive space charge Q+ as a func-
tion of irradiation time was calculated considering the material properties listed in
Table 6.1, as shown in Figure 6.2. Previous results with no detrap of positive space-
charge are plotted in the background for comparison purposes.
Figure 6.2: Accumulated positive space charge Q+ as a function of irradiation time t,
simulated for flux Φ = 60×106 (red), 30×106 (purple) and 20×106 (blue)
photons/pixel/s, considering no de-trapping (dotted lines) and material
properties listed in Table 6.1 (solid lines).
Considering material properties listed in Table 6.1, positive space charge slowly
builds up until a plateau is reached. This plateau represents an equilibrium between
positive space charge being injected into the detector and positive space charge being
removed by the cathode electrode, described by the probabilities shown in Table
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6.2. The equilibrium between positive space charge injection and charge collection,
i.e. the value of the plateau, is a function of the applied flux Φ, charge transport
properties, the concentration and distribution of material defects in the detector,
charge recombination and other physical processes.
In simulations, only one defect level for electrons and two defect levels for holes
were considered. It is suggested in future work to measure the concentration of
defect levels in each trapping center using Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)
techniques, since this information can be used to reduce the model mismatch found
in the present work. For instance, the addition of a third and even deeper defect
level for holes may be necessary in future models, but more experimental results are
required to confirm this claim.
Figure 6.2 shows the predicted accumulated positive space charge Q+ as a function
of irradiation time, considering three different fluxes: Φ = 60 × 106 (red), 30 × 106
(purple) and 20 × 106 (blue). In high-flux experiments, described in Chapter V
Figures 5.13-5.16, it was observed that these detectors operated with reduced internal
electric field as Φ increased. This was concluded after measuring photopeak shifts
towards lower energies as a function of increasing flux as well as α-particle induced
signals during the high-flux experiments. It was also shown in Figures 5.9-5.12 that
although the internal field was reduced by the buildup of positive space charge as
a function of irradiation flux and time, these detectors continued to operate with
reduced performance.
6.4 The Polarization Effect
In order to qualitatively explain the polarization effect, a critical flux Φc is defined
in this work as the flux necessary to create sufficient positive space charge capable
of reducing and distorting the internal electric field to levels that cause severe spec-
tral degradation. In experiments, spectral degradation between different flux levels
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can be observed in more detail in the results shown in Appendix B. In this simple
analysis, there must be a critical amount of positive space charge Q+c . Then, oper-
ating these detectors above this critical level is not possible, but near this critical
level of accumulated positive space-charge Q+c , these detectors can still work with
degraded spectroscopic performance, showing no clear photopeak and reduced count
rate, as described in Figures 5.9-5.12. Below this critical level of positive space-charge
Q+c , these detectors can operate with reduced performance, showing photopeak shift
towards lower energies as a function of increasing incident photon flux, which can
be corrected. The simulated maximum level of accumulated positive space-charge is
represented by the plateau level discussed in Section 6.3, which causes the operating
electric field to be reduced in the detector volume if below the critical level.
High-flux simulations were conducted at different positive space-charge buildup
levels A, B, C and D shown in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Initial positive space-charge distributions in the high-flux simulations,
where A considered no positive space-charge buildup, B started with pos-
itive space-charge buildup after 10 ms, C started with positive space-
charge buildup after 20 ms and D started with positive space-charge
buildup after 30 ms.
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Figure 6.4: Simulated high-flux induced currents on collecting pixel (blue), neighbor
pixel (black) and cathode (red) electrodes applying the Shockley-Ramo
Theorem and considering an average time between interactions of 500 ns.
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In each simulation, the initial distribution of positive space-charge was considered
to be the accumulated space-charge at different simulated times, corresponding to t
= 0 ms (position A), 10 ms (position B), 20 ms (position C) and 30 ms (position
D). 3D interaction positions and energies were generated and stored in list-mode, as
described in Section 3.1.1. These simulated events were injected into the simulation
with an average time between interactions of 500 ns. Figure 6.4 shows the simulated
induced currents on pixel1, pixel2 and cathode electrodes applying the Shockley-
Ramo Theorem. Then, in order to measure the amplitude of induced signals using
the same post-processing software used in the high-flux experiments, induced currents
are converted into induced charge, integrating the current over time, as seen in Figure
6.5.
Figure 6.5: Simulated high-flux induced charge on collecting pixel (blue), neighbor
pixel (black) and cathode (red) electrodes applying the Shockley-Ramo
Theorem and considering an average time between interactions of 500 ns.
Individual signals induced on the collecting pixel, neighbor pixel and cathode
electrodes are extracted from simulated induced signals in continuous mode, as shown
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in Figure 6.5, similarly to measured induced signals in high-flux experiments described
in Figure 5.4. The main difference is that in simulations the preamplifier RC feedback
was not modeled. Figure 6.6 shows a typical event extracted from Figure 6.5, where
electrons are collected in the collecting pixel (blue) while a transient signal is induced
on the neighbor pixel (black) and a linear signal is induced on the cathode electrode
(red).
Figure 6.6: Simulated high-flux induced charge on collecting pixel (blue), neighbor
pixel (black) and cathode (red) electrodes applying the Shockley-Ramo
Theorem, extracted from Figure 6.5.
Then, starting at different levels of positive space-charge buildup, points A, B,
C and D described in Figure 6.3, and using a 1 µs shaping time for pixel induced
signals and 3 µs shaping time for cathode induced signals, simulated Cs-137 spectra is
calculated. Figure 6.7 shows the simulated collecting pixel and cathode spectra when
no positive space-charge buildup is considered in the beginning of the simulation,
represented by position A in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.7: Simulated high-flux Cs-137 spectra for the collecting pixel (blue) and the
cathode electrode (red) when no positive space-charge buildup is con-
sidered in the beginning of the simulation, represented by position A in
Figure 6.3.
In experiments, an Am-241 α-source is used to monitor changes in the internal
electric field E as a function of irradiation flux Φ and time. The same technique is
used in simulations, injecting a simulated α-particle near the cathode surface at fixed
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time intervals.
Figure 6.8 shows simulated α-particle induced signals on the collecting pixel and
cathode electrode plotted as a function of irradiation time. These signals were sim-
ulated considering no de-trapping of positive space charge and the injection of sim-
ulated Monte-Carlo Cs-137 photons at every 100 ns and α-particles at every 50 µs,
as described in Figure 6.1 (red curve). It can be observed in these plots that charges
(electrons and holes) move slower inside the detector due to positive space-charge
buildup. Signals induced on collecting pixel and cathode electrode, as a function
of the amount of positive space-charge buildup, have longer charge collection times.
Positive space-charge buildup causes an increase in drift time, which is consistent
with the reduction of the internal electric field. In the beginning of the irradiation,
t = 0 . . . 5 ms, the measured drift time was ∼ 350 ns. After ∼ 10 ms, the drift
time increased from ∼ 350 ns to ∼ 550 ns, an increase of ∼ 50% which is similar
to the increase in drift time observed in measurements before detector polarization,
as shown in Figure 5.26. These simulated α-particle induced signals are used to
determine the critical amount of positive space charge Q+c needed to degrade the
spectral performance of these detectors when operated in high-flux conditions. Then,
considering only the drift time criterion, polarization of the detector occurs at ∼ 10
ms when injecting charges at every 100 ns and assuming no de-trapping of positive
space-charge, which is equivalent to position B in Figure 6.3. In experiments and
simulations, collecting these signals at fixed time intervals causes ballistic deficit and
incomplete charge collection when integrating these induced signals with a filter hav-
ing a fixed shaping time. In experiments-only, since recombination models were not
implemented in this work, more charge recombination is expected when there is more
positive space-charge buildup due to the lower drift velocity of electrons and higher
concentration of positive space-charge. The most important recombination process
is between electrons in the conduction band with positive space-charge trapped in
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deep-level trapping centers.
Figure 6.8: Simulated α induced signals as a function of irradiation time, considering
the injection of Cs-137 simulated photons at every 100 ns while operating
the detector at -1000 V cathode bias voltage and no de-trapping of positive
space charge.
Figure 6.9 shows the total number of simulated events counted as a function
of irradiation time, considering the injection of events at every 100 ns and no de-
trapping of positive space charge, which is calculated assuming no de-trapping of
positive space-charge and injection of simulated photons at an average time of 100 ns,
represented by the red curve in Figure 6.1. Simulated Cs-137 spectra was calculated
at different levels of positive space-charge buildup, represented by positions B, C and
D in Figure 6.3. At first, collecting pixel and cathode electrode simulated spectra
were calculated considering the level of positive space-charge buildup at position B,
as shown in Figure 6.10. This level of space-charge buildup is equivalent to 10 ms
after the beginning of the simulation. Comparing results in Figure 6.10 with results
in Figure 6.7, it can be observed that the simulated spectra shown in Figure 6.10
are slightly shifted towards lower energy bins. Then, using the same post-processing
criteria, collecting pixel and the cathode electrode simulated spectra were calculated
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Figure 6.9: Simulated total number of events counted as a function of irradiation
time, considering the injection of Cs-137 simulated photons at every 100
ns, while operating the detector at -1000 V cathode bias voltage and
assuming no de-trapping of positive space charge.
considering the level of positive space-charge buildup at position C, as shown in Figure
6.11. This level of space-charge buildup is equivalent to 20 ms after the beginning of
the simulation. Comparing results in Figure 6.11 with results in Figure 6.7, it can
be observed that the simulated spectra shown in Figure 6.11 are significantly shifted
towards lower energy bins and the overall shape of the collecting pixel spectra has
changed significantly. Finally, using the same post-processing criteria, collecting pixel
and the cathode electrode simulated spectra were calculated considering the level of
positive space-charge buildup at position D, as shown in Figure 6.12. This level
of space-charge buildup is equivalent to 30 ms after the beginning of the simulation.
Comparing results in Figure 6.12 with results in Figure 6.7, it can be observed that the
simulated spectra shown in Figure 6.12 are significantly shifted towards lower energy
bins, more than observed in Figure 6.11, and the overall shape of the collecting pixel
spectra has changed even more than previously observed at position C.
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Figure 6.10: Simulated high-flux Cs-137 spectra for the collecting pixel (blue) and the
cathode electrode (red) when 10 ms of simulated positive space-charge
buildup is considered at the beginning of the simulation, represented by
position B in Figure 6.3.
6.5 Analysis of High-Flux Simulation Results
In order to better understand and improve future simulation results, it is suggested
to minimize unnecessary and known sources of errors in the current experimental
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Figure 6.11: Simulated high-flux Cs-137 spectra for the collecting pixel (blue) and the
cathode electrode (red) when 20 ms of simulated positive space-charge
buildup is considered in the beginning of the simulation, represented by
position C in Figure 6.3.
apparatus and simulation models. Including the effects of charge recombination and
operating temperature can significantly improve current results, although increasing
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Figure 6.12: Simulated high-flux Cs-137 spectra for the collecting pixel (blue) and the
cathode electrode (red) when 30 ms of simulated positive space-charge
buildup is considered in the beginning of the simulation, represented by
position D in Figure 6.3.
model complexity can slow down simulations. Also, improving the Monte-Carlo model
of the experimental apparatus can reduce model mismatches in future simulations.
In Section 6.2, a 1D-approach was used to monitor changes in the electric field
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in high-flux simulations, since a similar approach was considered in high-flux experi-
ments using an Am-241 α-source. Although, 2D distributions of positive space-charge
as a function of irradiation flux and time were calculated in current high-flux simu-
lations, this feature was not fully explored in this work. The main reason is related
with the current measurements, since in each experiment only two active channels
were used in the GaGe Octopus digitizers - collecting pixel and cathode electrode.
Then, future experiments having reduced total collection time in continuous mode,
using more active channels (collecting pixel + neighbor pixels + cathode electrode),
would provide the required spatial information.
It is shown in this work that the slow down of both electrons and holes causes
ballistic deficit when using an analog readout circuit. Recombination is also increased
at lower electric fields, thus recombination models of free electrons in the conduction
and holes in the valence bands with opposite sign trapped charges need to be imple-
mented in future simulations. Temperature effects are also needed in future models,
since it is known that charge transport properties of room-temperature semiconduc-
tor detectors vary considerably as a function of temperature. Also, it is believed
that average de-trapping time of positive space-charge trapped in deep defect levels
can be reduced by increasing the operating temperature of CdZnTe detectors. These
physical processes need to be understood and implemented in future simulations.
Differences between drift times predicted by Equation 6.1 and simulated drift
times at low- and normal-operating electric field are caused by the large mesh size
(34.6 µm) used in the current simulation. It was concluded that redistributing charges
according to the method described in Figure 3.14 causes more and more charges to
be artificially left behind, delaying the collection of both carriers. In order to reduce
this artificially generated effect, larger time steps can be used, although this is not
desired in these simulations. Alternatively, in future simulations this problem can be
minimized by reducing the size of the mesh. In order to correctly simulate charge
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diffusion, the size of the mesh needs to be smaller than the diffusion length of both
carriers (FWHMe,h) in each time step. The estimated electron and hole diffusion
lengths after each time step, 5 ns and 20 ns respectively, are FWHMe = 10 µm
and FWHMh = 6 µm. Then, in order to correctly simulate diffusion, the mesh
size is required to be less than 6 µm in future simulations. More computer memory
is required and longer simulation times are expected, thus improved computational
performance is also required.
High-flux simulations considering no de-trapping of positive space-charge were
necessary to accelerate the polarization effect in simulations, since using the parame-
ters shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 was found to be a cost- or time-prohibitive endeavor.
These results show that positive space charge linearly builds up as a function of irra-
diation time if no de-trapping of space charge occurs in the material. In experiments,
positive space charge must detrap after a finite time since, by observation, these detec-
tors recovered to their original operating condition a few seconds after the irradiator
shutter is closed. If this type of polarization caused permanent damage to the crystal
lattice, we would expect to measure gradual degradation in the spectral performance
of these detectors, which was not observed in experiments. This memory effect should
be studied in future work, exposing CdZnTe detectors to higher irradiation photon
fluxes.
In experiments and simulations, collecting these signals at fixed time intervals
causes ballistic deficit and incomplete charge collection when integrating these in-
duced signals with a filter having a fixed shaping time. In experiments-only, since
recombination models were not implemented in this work, more charge recombina-
tion is expected when there is more positive space-charge buildup due to the lower
drift velocity of electrons and higher concentration of positive space-charge. The
most important recombination process is between electrons in the conduction band
with positive space-charge trapped in deep-level trapping centers. In future work,
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recombination models combined with temperature models are required.
The so-called polarization effect was studied by comparing results in Figures 6.10,
6.11 and 6.12 with results in Figure 6.7. It is observed that the simulated spectra
shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 are progressively shifted towards lower energy
bins as higher positive space-charge buildup is considered in the beginning of each
simulation. The simulated spectral change is similar to changes in measured spectra
observed in experiments just before the polarization effect. More simulations con-
sidering the inclusion of temperature and recombination effects in the modeling are
needed to quantitatively predict the polarization time in future work.
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusions
In the beginning of this research, as represented in Figure 1.1, very little infor-
mation was known. This Ph.D. research investigated all seven topics addressed in
Figure 1.1, although some of them were more explored than others. This preliminary
work was concerned with building foundations, rather than exploring in detail all of
the seven topics addressed. More attention was given to the high-flux experiments
and simulations, data analysis and measuring the electrical transport properties of
CdZnTe. In future work, more effort is needed in ASIC development for high-flux
applications focusing specific project requirements, since these were not clearly de-
fined in the beginning of this study and there was no clear definition of the meaning
of the term high-flux. Initial studies published by other researchers concluded that
the incident flux Φ was the only factor limiting the operation of CdZnTe detectors in
high-flux scenarios. Clearly, in this work, important parameters such as the energy of
the source, the operating conditions (i.e. temperature T and applied voltage V) and
the dimension of the detector as well as electrode configuration are important factors
that need to be addressed in more depth in future work. The reason why CdZnTe
has not yet been fully implemented in high-flux applications is believed to be re-
lated to its material properties and limited performance of fast readout electronics.
Current ASIC developed by different manufacturers are becoming more feasible. In
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the future, it should be possible to use 3D-position-sensitive detectors in pulse mode
at reasonably high count rates (>∼ 100 kHz per channel). CdZnTe crystal growth
technology is more mature and crystal quality has improved. There has been little
agreement between researchers on the fundamental issues related to the properties of
materials needed for this specific application, and the tools developed in this work
can be used in the future to help CdZnTe manufactures to make better detectors for
high-flux applications. In order to completely understand this problem, we have been
building over the past years a full 3D simulation tool kit of pulse waveforms induced
on pixelated CdZnTe detectors under high irradiation fluxes.
7.1 Simulation Modeling
In Section 3.1, a simple model of the experimental apparatus was implemented.
In this model, eight objects were considered, as described in Table 3.1. Monte-
Carlo simulations of the experiment apparatus were combined with measured data at
different fluxes to calculate the relationship between incident flux Φ at the surface of
the detector and the average time between interactions t¯ used in simulations. In future
studies, a X-ray source needs to be implemented and modeled in simulations, Sidky
et al. (2005a). Also, phantoms similar to the ones used in medical imaging, Gach
et al. (2008), but using different material compositions, specific for each application,
are required in future studies. Results shown in Table 3.2 were used to calculate
the constant of proportionality C used in Equation 3.1, considering fluxes Φ < 45
000 photons/pixel/s. Reasons for the non-proportionality found at higher fluxes,
represented by deviations from calculated values of C at lower fluxes, are not well
understood and need to be investigated in future work. These differences may be
attributed to several approximation and errors during the process of measuring and
estimating the value of C, such as:
a) Unknown/incorrect Cs-137 source distribution
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b) Unknown/incorrect source shield materials and dimensions
c) Imprecise/incorrect alignment between source, collimator and detector
d) Effects of surrounding materials not correctly modeled in Monte-Carlo simula-
tions
e) Pile-up of events in the data acquisition system
f) Detector energy response not modeled
In Section 3.2 the system described by Equations 3.2-3.9 solved the charge con-
tinuity equations in a homogeneous material having uniform distribution of defects.
The number of defects per unit volume was assumed to be larger than the num-
ber of charge carriers trapped per unit volume. Defect levels were treated as traps,
being populated and depopulated by charge carriers according to statistical mod-
els predicted by Equations 3.2-3.6, where the amount of charges being trapped or
de-trapped in any mesh was given by the average trapping and de-trapping times
modeled. Recombination between electrons and holes at different energy levels play
an important role in reducing the amount of positive space charge buildup in the
detector volume at high photon flux irradiation. Also, recombination plays an im-
portant role reducing the amplitude of measured signals - which is seen as a shift of
photopeak to lower energy bins -, especially at low electric fields. This important
effect was not included in this work and should be investigated in the future.
The implementation of the 3D-Axisymmetric Model described in Sec.3.3 consid-
ered a small region of the detector volume. In future studies, the simulated detector
volume needs to be expanded, including more neighbor pixels. Future studies will
require additional parallel processing capabilities, since it is expected that future
models will have more trapping centers and other physical processes included in the
modeling.
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7.2 Material Properties
Statistical models described in Section 4.1.1 considered one electron and one hole
trapping centers. In future work, more detailed models considering multiple trap-
ping centers with different densities of defects should be considered, which would
change the ratios between electrons-only and holes-only induced signals. In Chapter
IV, charge transport properties were calculated considering the same average hole
trapping time for both defect levels in the α-particle measurements and different
concentrations in the Kα X-ray measurements. This was one reason why the match-
ing between simulated and measured holes-only induced signals for the α-particle
measurements was not as accurate as the Kα X-ray measurements. These results
produced better fitting, which indicates that the initial assumption considering the
densities of different defect levels constant for all trapping centers may not be true.
Also, measured signals using Kα X-rays while operating the detector at reverse bias
showed better signal-to-noise ratio, which enabled the measurement of induced signals
for longer periods of time ∼ 400 µs with higher confidence level. In these measure-
ments, there is a weak indication that considering a third hole defect level might be
necessary to better represent the transport properties of holes in CdZnTe in future
high-flux studies.
7.3 High-Flux Experiments
The behavior of CdZnTe under high-flux irradiation when operated under higher
temperatures is suggested in future studies, since the de-trapping of charges is highly
correlated with temperature, Zanio et al. (1973). It is believed that under higher
temperatures trapped charges will detrap faster, which will reduce the amount of
positive space charge buildup in the detector as a function of irradiation flux and time.
Also, in future studies it is suggested to read out more channels simultaneously. This
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can be achieved easily by increasing the number of GaGe systems used and designing
a system which better synchronizes the irradiator shutter with the data acquisition
system. Also, it is suggested to test the system using an actual X-ray source rather
than using a Cs-137 source. Since the current system was manually aligned and
positioned in the irradiation room, it is suggested to use a better XYZ-positioning
system in future experiments.
7.4 High-Flux Simulations
In order to better understand and improve future simulation results, it is suggested
to minimize unnecessary and known sources of errors in the current experimental
apparatus and simulation models. Including the effects of charge recombination and
operating temperature can significantly improve current results, although increasing
model complexity can slow down simulations. Also, improving the Monte-Carlo model
of the experimental apparatus can reduce model mismatches in future simulations.
It is suggested to explore spatial changes in the distribution of positive space-charge
as a function of irradiation flux and time in future work, since this feature was not
fully explored in this work due to reduced number of channels active in the high-
flux experiments. Then, future experiments having reduced total collection time in
continuous mode, using more active channels (collecting pixel + neighbor pixels +
cathode electrode), would provide the required spatial information.
It is shown in this work that the slow down of both electrons and holes causes
ballistic deficit when using an analog readout circuit. Recombination increases at
lower electric fields, thus recombination models of free electrons in the conduction and
holes in the valence bands with opposite sign trapped charges need to be implemented
in future simulations. Temperature effects are also needed in future models, since it is
known that charge transport properties of room-temperature semiconductor detectors
vary considerably as a function of temperature. Also, it is believed that average de-
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trapping time of positive space-charge trapped in deep defect levels can be reduced by
increasing the operating temperature of CdZnTe detectors. These physical processes
need to be understood and implemented in future simulations.
Differences between drift times predicted by Equation 6.1 and simulated drift
times at low- and normal-operating electric field were found to be caused by the
large mesh size (34.6 µm) used in the current simulation. It was concluded that
redistributing charges according to the method described in Figure 3.14 causes more
and more charges to be artificially left behind, delaying the collection of both carriers.
In future simulations this problem can be minimized by reducing the size of the mesh.
Then, in order to correctly simulate diffusion and minimize this problem, the mesh
size is required to be less than 6 µm in future simulations. More computer memory
is required and longer simulation times are expected, thus improved computational
performance is also required.
High-flux simulations considering no de-trapping of positive space-charge were
necessary to accelerate the polarization effect in simulations, since using the parame-
ters shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 was found to be a cost- or time-prohibitive endeavor.
In experiments, positive space charge must detrap after a finite time since, by obser-
vation, these detectors recovered to their original operating condition a few seconds
after the irradiator shutter is closed. It is suggested in future work to measure the
leakage current during the high-flux experiments to indirectly monitor the buildup of
positive space-charge. Also, in order to investigate if this type of polarization causes
permanent damage to the crystal lattice, it is suggested in future work to monitor
the decay of the leakage current after the irradiator shutter is closed. This requires
a faster and more elaborate control of the turn-on and turn-off of the irradiation
source, which can not be achieved with current mechanical shutters. A X-ray source
can be used instead, and this memory effect should be studied in future work, expos-
ing CdZnTe detectors to higher irradiation photon fluxes.
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In future work, recombination models combined with temperature models are re-
quired in simulations, since more charge recombination is expected when there is more
positive space-charge buildup due to the lower drift velocity of electrons and higher
concentration of positive space-charge. The most important recombination process
is between electrons in the conduction band with positive space-charge trapped in
deep-level trapping centers.
The so-called polarization effect was studied by comparing results in Figures 6.10,
6.11 and 6.12 with results in Figure 6.7. It is observed that the simulated spectra
shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 are progressively shifted towards lower energy
bins as higher positive space-charge buildup is considered in the beginning of each
simulation. The simulated spectral change is similar to changes in measured spectra
observed in experiments just before the polarization effect, as seen in Appendix B.
More simulations considering the inclusion of temperature and recombination effects
in the modeling are needed to quantitatively predict the polarization time in future
work.
7.5 Final Comments and Suggestions
In our models, we assumed only two defect levels for holes, one representing an
average shallow defect level and another representing an average deep defect level.
Clearly, this is not the case, but deep defects are difficult to measure with our current
technique. Using more advanced techniques, such as Deep Level Transient Spec-
troscopy (DLTS), would improve these results. Studying these properties at differ-
ent temperatures is also suggested for future work, since average de-trapping times
are strongly correlated with temperature. Although simulations qualitatively agree
with experiments, discrepancies between simulated and measured results exist. These
discrepancies were attributed to possible model mismatches. In future work, more
detailed studies of each of the problems listed in this work is suggested in order to
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improve the agreement between simulations and experiments. This will enable more
precise predictions of the detector performance when operating under high-flux sce-
narios. One fundamental problem found in this research was the difficulty found in
measuring the transport properties of holes in CdZnTe detectors. In future work,
better source and detector characterization is also needed to improve current results,
including:
a) Source distribution and source shield materials and dimensions
b) Alignment between source, collimator, and detector
c) Effects of surrounding materials in the irradiation room
d) Detector response
The implementation of the 3D-Axisymmetric Model described in Sec.3.3 consid-
ered a small region of the detector volume. Due to increasing memory capacity
available in computers, a larger region of the detector volume should be modeled in
future work. Additionally, increasing the number of threads enables the inclusion of
additional physical processes without degrading the performance of the code, which
is needed in future work. In fact, a true parallel code can substantially improve com-
putational time. Also, more detailed models considering multiple trapping centers
with different densities of defects should be analyzed, which would change the ratios
between electrons and holes induced signals.
In future work, it is suggested to investigate the behavior of CdZnTe under high-
flux irradiation when operated under higher temperatures. It is believed that under
higher temperatures, trapped charges will detrap faster, which will reduce the amount
of positive space charge build up in the detector as a function of irradiation flux and
time. Also, in future studies it is suggested to read out more channels simultaneously
while irradiating the system using a X-ray source rather than using a Cs-137 source.
The current system was manually aligned and positioned in the irradiation room,
which introduced errors in the measurements. It is suggested to use a better XYZ-
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positioning system in future experiments. More importantly, this work has shown a
complete 3D framework that can be used to study and predict the performance of
any semiconductor detector when operated under high-flux scenarios.
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APPENDIX A
Cs-137 Induced Signals at Φ1 = 39× 103,
Φ2 = 57× 103, . . ., Φ11 = 219× 103 photons/pixel/s as a
Function of Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -750,
-1000, -1250 and -1500 Cathode Bias Voltages.
Figs.A.1 and A.2 show measured anode and cathode induced signals in continuous
mode at -750, -1000, -1250 and-1500 cathode bias voltages and flux Φ1 = 39.3k,
. . . , Φ11 = 219.3k photons/pixel/s. Only part of the data is shown in these plots,
equivalent to 1000 samples, which is ∼ 400µs of total acquisition time.
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Figure A.1: Measured anode and cathode induced signals at -750, . . ., -1500 V and
flux Φ1 = 39.3k, . . . , Φ6 = 129.3k photons/pixel/s.
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Figure A.2: Measured anode and cathode induced signals at -750, . . ., -1500 V and
flux Φ6 = 129.3k, . . . , Φ11 = 219.3k photons/pixel/s.
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APPENDIX B
Cs-137 Spectra Measured at Φ1 = 39× 103, . . .,
Φ11 = 219× 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, . . ., t10 at -750, -1000, -1250 and
-1500 Cathode Bias Voltages.
Figs.B.1. . .B.14 show measured Cs-137 spectra at high-flux experiments at -750,
-1000, -1250 and-1500 cathode bias voltages. Although in these plots data was mea-
sured by changing the source-to-detector distance from 50 cm to 30 cm in all experi-
ments, only the critical data is presented here, before and after polarization.
In order to read the graphs, the numbers varying from 1 . . . 10 in horizontal and
vertical directions represent indexes, where the total irradiation time in each graph is
25.6 s, and position (1, 1) represent the initial 25.6 ms and (10, 10) the last 25.6 ms,
increasing in time row-by-row in 25.6 ms steps.
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Figure B.1: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -750 V and 38 cm source-detector distance, Φ7 =
147.3× 103 photons/pixel/s
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Figure B.2: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -750 V and 36 cm source-detector distance, Φ8 =
165.3× 103 photons/pixel/s
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Figure B.3: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -750 V and 34 cm source-detector distance, Φ9 =
183.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.4: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1000 V and 36 cm source-detector distance, Φ8 =
165.3× 103 photons/pixel/s
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Figure B.5: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1000 V and 34 cm source-detector distance, Φ9 =
183.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.6: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1000 V and 32 cm source-detector distance, Φ10 =
201.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.7: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1250 V and 36 cm source-detector distance, Φ8 =
165.3× 103 photons/pixel/s
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Figure B.8: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1250 V and 34 cm source-detector distance, Φ9 =
183.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.9: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1250 V and 32 cm source-detector distance, Φ10 =
201.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.10: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1250 V and 30 cm source-detector distance, Φ11 =
219.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.11: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1500 V and 36 cm source-detector distance, Φ8 =
165.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.12: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1500 V and 34 cm source-detector distance, Φ9 =
183.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.13: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1500 V and 32 cm source-detector distance, Φ10 =
201.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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Figure B.14: Measured spectra in every 25.6 ms interval, starting at position (1, 1),
from 0.0 . . . 25.6 s, at -1500 V and 30 cm source-detector distance, Φ11 =
219.3× 103 photons/pixel/s.
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APPENDIX C
Comparison Between α-Induced Waveforms at the
beginning of the irradiation at Φ1 = 39× 103 with
waveforms measured at higher fluxes, Φ1 = 39× 103,
. . ., Φ11 = 219× 103 photons/pixel/s, as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 and -750, -1000, -1250
and -1500 Cathode Bias Voltages.
Figs.C.1. . .C.4 show measured α Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39 × 103 and Φ =
39× 103, 57× 103, . . ., 219× 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of Irradiation Time
t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -750, -1000, -1250 and -1500 Cathode Bias Voltages. In order to read
these graphs, the values corresponding to the time intervals ti are given in Table D.1,
while the values of flux Φi are given in Table D.2.
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t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
0 2.56 5.12 7.68 10.24 12.8 15.36 17.92 20.48 23.04
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2.56 s 5.12 s 7.68 s 10.24 s 12.8 s 15.36 s 17.92 s 20.48 s 23.04 s 25.6 s
Table C.1: Conversion between t1, t2, · · · , t10 and irradiation time intervals in s.
Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ4 Φ5 Φ6 Φ7 Φ8 Φ9 Φ10 Φ11
39.3 57.3 75.3 93.3 111.3 129.3 147.3 165.3 183.3 201.3 209.2
Table C.2: Conversion between Φ1, Φ2, · · · , Φ11 and irradiation flux in ×103 pho-
tons/pixel/s.
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Figure C.1: Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39 × 103 and Φ = 39 × 103,
57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of Irradiation
Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -750 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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Figure C.2: Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39 × 103 and Φ = 39 × 103,
57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of Irradiation
Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -1000 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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Figure C.3: Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39 × 103 and Φ = 39 × 103,
57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of Irradiation
Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -1250 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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Figure C.4: Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39 × 103 and Φ = 39 × 103,
57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of Irradiation
Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -1500 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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APPENDIX D
Difference Between α-Induced Waveforms at the
beginning of the irradiation at Φ1 = 39× 103 with
differences measured at higher fluxes, Φ1 = 39× 103,
. . ., Φ11 = 219× 103 photons/pixel/s, as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 ans -750, -1000, -1250
and -1500 Cathode Bias Voltages.
Figs.D.1. . .D.4 show difference between measured α Induced Waveforms at Φ =
39× 103 and Φ = 39× 103, 57× 103, . . ., 219× 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -750, -1000, -1250 and -1500 Cathode Bias Voltages.
In order to read these graphs, the values corresponding to the time intervals ti are
given in Table D.1, while the values of flux Φi are given in Table D.2.
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t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10
0 2.56 5.12 7.68 10.24 12.8 15.36 17.92 20.48 23.04
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2.56 s 5.12 s 7.68 s 10.24 s 12.8 s 15.36 s 17.92 s 20.48 s 23.04 s 25.6 s
Table D.1: Conversion between t1, t2, · · · , t10 and irradiation time intervals in s.
Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ4 Φ5 Φ6 Φ7 Φ8 Φ9 Φ10 Φ11
39.3 57.3 75.3 93.3 111.3 129.3 147.3 165.3 183.3 201.3 209.2
Table D.2: Conversion between Φ1, Φ2, · · · , Φ11 and irradiation flux in ×103 pho-
tons/pixel/s.
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Figure D.1: Difference Between Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39×103 and
Φ = 39 × 103, 57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -750 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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Figure D.2: Difference Between Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39×103 and
Φ = 39 × 103, 57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -1000 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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Figure D.3: Difference Between Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39×103 and
Φ = 39 × 103, 57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -1250 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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Figure D.4: Difference Between Measured α-Induced Waveforms at Φ = 39×103 and
Φ = 39 × 103, 57 × 103, . . ., 219 × 103 photons/pixel/s as a Function of
Irradiation Time t1, t2, . . ., t10 at -1500 V Cathode Bias Voltage.
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APPENDIX E
Calculated Electric Field E (V/cm) as a Function
of Depth of Interaction (mm) for Applied Cathode
Voltages Varying from 500 . . . 2000 V.
Figs.E.1 and E.2 show calculated internal electric varying applied cathode bias
voltages from 500 . . . 2000 V.
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1Figure E.1: Calculated Electric Field E (V/cm) as a Function of Depth of Interaction
(mm) for Applied Cathode Voltages Varying from 500 to 1200 V.
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1Figure E.2: Calculated Electric Field E (V/cm) as a Function of Depth of Interaction
(mm) for Applied Cathode Voltages Varying from 1300 to 2000 V.
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